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The LOVES computer code was developed to investigate the 
concept of space servicing operational satellites as an alternative to replac­
ing expendable satellites or returning satellites to earth for ground refur­
bishment. In addition to having the capability to simulate the expendable 
satellite operation and the ground refurbished satellite operation, the pro­
gram is designed to simulate the logistics of space servicing satellites using 
an upper stage vehicle and/or the earth to orbit shuttle. The program not 
only provides for the initial deployment of the satellite but also simulates 
the random failure and subsequent replacement of various equipment modules 
comprising the satellite. The program has been used primarily to conduct 
trade studies and/or parametric studies of various space program operational 
philosophies. 
The program was developed in the CDC 6400/7600 computer 
complex at The-Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California, for imple­
mentation on a UNIVAC 1108 computer. It is coded in SIMSCRIPT 1. 5 and 
FORTRAN IV. SIMSCRIPT (simulation of a program used for design and 
development purposes) is a simulation language originally developed at the 
Rand Corporation and now available from Consolidated Analysis Centers, 
Inc., (C. A. C. I.) in Santa Monica, California. FORTRAN IV (Formula 
Translation System) is a standard scientific programming language in com­
mon use in computer programs. 
There are five volumes to this final report which are as follows: 
Volume I: Executive Summary, ATR-76(7361)-I, Vol I 
Volume II: Manned Systems Utilization, ATR-76(7361)-I, Vol II 
Volume III:, LOVES Computer Simulations, Results and Analyses, 
ATR-76(7361)-I, Vol III 
Volume IV: Program Manual and Users Guide for the LOVES 
Computer Code, ATR-76(7361)-I, Vol IV (formerly 
ATR-74 (7341)-6) 
Volume V: Program Listing for the LOVES Computer Code, 
ATR-76(7361)-I, Vol V (formerly ATR-74(7341)-7) 
WoPAGE DL WK NOT 
.F N 
This volume (Vol V) represents the final version of the program 
code. It incorporates all of the changes made to the code since the publi­
cation of the previous listing. 
Design of the program was initiated by The Aerospace, Corporation 
in FY 74 under Study 2. 1, Operations Analysis, Payload Designs for Space 
Servicing (contract NASW 2575). It was completed in FY 75 under Study 2. 
Manned Systems Utilization Analysis (contract NASW 2727). The NASA 
Study Direbtor for FY 74 and part of FY 75 was Mr.. V. N. Huff, NASA 
Headquarters, Code MTE. The NASA Study Director for the balance 6f 
FY 75 was Dr. J. W. Steincamp, MSFC, Code PD 34. 
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LET ECO(IM) = 0 AGMOD 6
 
LET MSTAT(IM) = 2 ADMOD - 7 
I-F TIME -- RETURN . .. . . .... . . .... ..
GT'TIMES; .. . .ADNO 





c CALL WEIBUL(ALPW(I),BETAW(I) ,TW,ALPF(I) ,BETAF(I) TF) 

.G CAUSE-WAR1I5NS ADMOD t2
 
LET IEW = EWARN(IM) ADMOD i4
 
IF IEW EQ Go GO TO 2 ADMOD 15
 
-.... -IF TIMEF_(IEW)._NE_ 0.,._CANCELL__AAN__CA&_LMO. _ADMOD i6 
DESTROY WARN CALLED IEW ADMOD' '17 -, 
LET EWARN(IM) = 0 AOMODO 18. 
2 IF TW EQ 0.2 GO TO 5 'ADMOD ig 
....... = iTFMD (I)-WMODJU -. - -.. ADMOD, 20_LET TX 
IF TW GT TX, LET TW = TX ADOD -2 
IF TIME + TW GT TGO(IS), GO TO 5 ADMOD , 2 
CREATE WARN CALLED IEW ADMOD 23
 
= 
LE..S!RSAT(IEWL. IS - ___ -l-ADOD 24 
LET PMOO (IEW) =M
 
LET TIMEA(IEW) = ATIME(IS) ADMO 26
 
CAUSE WARN CALLED IEW AT TIME + TW ADMOD ' 27
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-C " - SEgACUO-ES .... .. .. ...... . .-- A U f lW .29
DMOD, .. 8 "
 
5 LET EWARN(IM) = IEW 

LET IEF _ EFAIL(IM) 

XTF-G' TTF-(lTf,'ET TF TTFT4O(I) ---- -- .-

IF IEF EQO, GO TO 6 

IF TIMEF(IEF) NE 0., CANCEL FAIL CALLED IEF 

DESTROY FAIL CALLED IEF 

L T- E FAICTI ­
6 IF TF EQ 0.1 GO TO ±0 
IF TIME + TF GT TGO(IS), GO TO 10 

CREATE FAIL CALLED IEF 

LETl PSAf(IEFY I-S -- ----
* LET PMOD(IEF) = IN 
LET TIMEA(IEF) ATIME(IS) 

CAUSE EA.IL. CALLED TEF AT TIME_+ TF ------ .. .. 




















C ATTEMPT TO REACTIVATE SATELLITES WITH REPLACED MODULES 

C 
I -LETIEVAR = IEJAR + i 

LET IS -PSWAT-ARIV) .. 

LET IM = PMOD(ARRIV)
DESTROY ARRIV 

IF IM NE 0, GO TO '00 
.. -r- =-irSArrS--ARIV.-'-5
 
LET JSY = ITSYS(IS) 
LET NDEP(IS) = NDEP(IS) + ± 

LET NPOS(IS) = NPOS(IS)..+ I .... . .. .......
 
L ET K' :"--------RR-----

































































































































2 UaoPOS(I) NE 09 LET K =, 
-IF '4\ENF JP. JS J,).LET IGOSY(JSY) 
-. i-F 8 GS f(fS EQ .- , LE WE S r( -S = TIME.T- E 
+ TTSYS 
. 




- I TLAST(IS) EQ 0., LET TLAST(IS) = -TIME' 
LETATIME(IS) = TIME 
LELI_lI .E(I )_- - . ...E-
LET TGO(IS) = TIME +' YSA(JST-- -
IF TGO(IS). GT TIMESt LETITGO(IS) = TIMES 
IF TGOSY(JSY) EQ 0.t GO TO 5 - . 
IF TGOSY(JSY) GT.TIMES, LET TGOSY(JSY) = TIMES' 
DO, T ,-wOR "--AT'jSYJ sAT-JSY-.Rr 
IF TGO(I) LE TGOSY(JSY), GO TO 4 


































IF MARKS(I) EQ 0, GO TO ,20 
-tANCEL"SATON CALLED" 1ARKS ... 
CAUSE SATDN CALLED MARKS(I) AT T 
-IF MARKU(I) EQ 0, GO TO 30 























30 LET MARKU(I') = 0500 TO 4C, FOR ALL M OSMO DSY IIN IMOD ('I) ./1v,to '"1 ,. ' , - " -.. . ARRIVARRIV,, 46 ,; " 
IF EWARN(MOOSY) EQ 0,, GO TO 35 
'IF TIiEV'(EWARN'(MODSY)T"5ET _G-FT--3 -- -. 
CANCEL WARN CALLED EWARN(MOhSY) 0 
DESTROY WARN CALLED EWARN(MODSY) 4 
LET EWARNLMODSY) = 0 --
5 -I EFAIM-l O'SY-E ---­ "G'O--T'0-40 
IFTIMEV(EFA,IL(MIOOSYI) LE T, GO TO 40 
CANCEL FAIL CALLED EFAIL(MOOSY) .44ARRIV 
' DESTROY FAIL CALLED EFAIL(MODSY) 
-LET E.-RpI OST -
40 LOOP 
3 LET TGO(I) = TGOSY(JSY)
4 LOOP 
-'-IF' BEG- SY-T )"-EQ-OT .FT-E SEGSYTS r-T'E1 ME .A-RRIV, 
IF TLASY(JSY) EQ 0., LET TLASYCJSY) = -TIME 
5- CALL STATUS(ISO ,2)
,CALL ADMOO(ISMODSY), FOR ALL MODSY'IN hOO( ,. ,:S)





































IF IPOL EQ 0, GO TO 200 
















200 IF MARKS(IS) EQ 0, GO TO i 
CA13EL SATDN CALLED MARKStIS) 
DESTROY' SATDN CALLED MARKS(IS)
LET MARKS(IS) = 0 
i LET T = TIME I TTSAT(JST) 
..I-F"SRTE (ITSAT(IST)- NE-'.; RETURN'-" 














































. ...... EG..... -7
CAUSE START AT 1,CALL LDAT 






LET PREFT PREFT?360 .....---..............-
LET SEPFT =SEPFT/360. 
 BEGIN 16
LET WAIT3 = WAIT3/360. 
 BEGIN 17
 






..o_._SIN.GtE tQDULE IS RELACEO._IN ORBIT
. .. .. ... . . ARRIV
. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .A RV- - 84" .. .. . . .. 
i00 IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT, RETURNCALL ADMOD(IS IM)CALL STATUS(IS,IM,2) 



























LET TREFT TREFT/360. 
 BEGIN t3

,LET SREFT = SREFT/360. BEGIN 14
 
BEGIN 18
LET WAIT±' -WAflh/3"O.--------------------.. 
 ffEGIC---. 9-. . . ..LET WAIT2 = WAIT2/360. 
 BEGINLET WAIT4 = WAITL/360. 
 BEGIN 20
 21
LET NSATU = WSATU/360. 
­
" 'LET WSATN WSATN736B-; . . BEGIN .. .... - ------ GI-N----- 22
 2
LET WMODU = WMODU/360. BEGIN
LET NMOON = WMOON/360. 24
 BEGIN 25
LET NTFLT = ±000 
 BEGIN 26
LET TCIHS' "TUIS/3 ... BEGI-'27-LET NFSEP = ±000 
 BEGIN 28
LET NFSUT.= i000 
 BEGIN 29
LET MIN39(I) = ±000, FOR I=(±)(NYEAR) BEGIN 30

"E'T FIN86(I) ='1000±9 OR'I=i){NYEAR) .... .... BEGIN- 31-----------.LET MIN90(I) = 1006, FOR I=(i)(NYEAR) BEGIN 32
LET MINSL(I) =i000, FOR I=()(SYORB) BEGIN 33
LET N227(I) = 1000, FOR I=(±)(SYORB) BEGIN 34
LET N208(I)" ±000.," FOR I=(1)(STSTB) ... BEGIN-----35­......-
LET N200(I) = 1000., FOR I=(i)(STSTB) BEGIN 36
 
[ET Mg~il- M98:1 PH I13jf§8R~ MIN H 
• _-.LET NZ*2(I) = 1003, FOR I=(±)(MITAB) 
,__ 
._BEGIN 39 
LET Ni25(I) i000p FOR-=(IT MIT .. . 
LET N129(I) = i00,.FOR I=(1)(MITAB) BEGIN 41
 
LET MTD(I).= I000.,FOR I=(i)(3) BEGIN - 42 
LET MCVA(I) = 1000., FOR I=(i)(3) -. . . BEGIN 43
 
END - -45 
SUBROUTINE'SPAY "" 
/C " . . "; " 

"'V- COPUTE E-AUNCH-STATISTICS FOR PAYLOAUT_' .-
C 
LET 8 = 0. 
. i1, FOR I=(i)(NL(IORB)) " " . : . .
..... DOETTO'NY z 'IC AD-,I T_ , - . .. '= . . . . . 
LET B = B.+ PAYWT(NY) .
 
IF IMOD(NY) EQ O GO TO ii 

LET NX = IMOO(NY) Q 




LET. NMO = ANMD(IORB) & 
LET SU'= (NMD+NINSU-i)/NINSU 40 

_LET 
IF SU EQ 0., GO TO 13 .t 

LET X = SU*WTSU/ANM(IORB)

LET B = B + SU4WTSU . 
o13u ro fc 

LE[ !I = ILOAO(J., 

LET NX = ISAT(II)

LET NY = IMO(II) '" --
IF NY E" 0, GO TO 1, ... 
LET PAYWV(II) = PAYWT(II) + X 
LET M = '10.4PAYNT(II)/B + .5 
LET LOAOF(NY) LQAPF(NYL + M -
GO TO-5.
 
12 LET SATLF(NX) = SATLF(NX) + PAYWT(II)/B












REMOVE J FROM 0 BQ(IO) 

LET K = MLEV(J)

DESTROY-PAYL CALErcrrr h . . : .. 
IF K.EQ D RETURN 
CANCEL LAUNC CALLED K . 
DESTROY LAUNC CALLED K 
". - RETUR_.------. -- -- --...--- -. ...---
END 
ENDOGENOUS EVENT FAIL 

BEGIN" ' ­.. .V" 

CSPAY .. 2 ' '" ' ..






-'-  'A .. . ..T8 .. 
OSPAY " 9 
OSPAY to 
C_SPAY it. 









CSPAY. "1  . 
Gofjrmcnurm 
CSPAY i. . 
GSPAY 22 


























O-- $ - _. ,
DROP, 9-
DROPQ ±0 





c FAIL 3 
C THIS-'kOUTINE 'WILL MARK OUTAGE OF A-SATELLITE AND NOTE'WHICH'NODULE 'FAt.-- - --. 
FAIL 5
C . 
IS OUT (MAYBE MORE THAN ONE). ft
 
LET IEVFA = IEVFA + i FAIL 8
 
IF TINE-GE TIHEG LET EXHOD MODS­............ ...... FAIL-- -

LET IS = PSAT (FAIL) FAIL t0 
LET IM = PMOD (FAIL) FAIL i1
 
LET T = TIMEA(FAIL) . FAIL 12
 
...... -DESTROYFAIL FAIl .2
 




C BLOCK FAILURE EVENT (FOR LAUNCH) IF .MODULE IS NOT REPLACEABLE FAIL - 156 

IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT9 RETURN FAIL 18
 
IF T LT ATIHE(IS), RETURN FAIL 19
 
CALL STATUS(ISIM,3) FAIL 20
 
LET'NbFAL(NOMOD(IM) NO AE(NOMOfl(IM))" + f. .-.-

IF XSAT(IS) EQ 1O0 RETURN FAIL. 22
 
IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT, RETURN FAIL 23
 
.LETQELAY = WMOON FAIL 24
 




.IF ENARN(IM) NE 0, RETURN FAIL 28'
 




c PUT FAILURES INTO FREEBIE QUEUE FAIL 31
 
. ........- FAIL 32
 
,. . WAIT.T .... .... ... .. ...... .- FAIU h 33
- --
LET PSAT(QWAIT) = IS FAIL 34 '
 
LET PMOO(QWAIT) = IM FAIL 35
 
LET TiEA(QWAIT) = DELAY FAIL 36 ,






-.SUROUTINE FILEO FILED 2
 
.... .. . .. .. . FiTEO-.....
 
C OUTPUT SATELLITE STATUS SUMMARY REPORT FILED 4
 




"DrENSION WVWfif .... . FIEEO
 




WRITE ON 6 FILED 9
 




DO TO 10, FOR LL(t)(j0) FILED 14 






c CREATE THE SET FRS FOR THE TAPE FILED 17
 
_ i"'CALL GECTFR_(W,qL'_,IK . . . . ... . S------ FILEDU. . . i8.. .. .. .... . .
 
IF IK NE 0, GO TO 2 FILED 20
 
CREATE FR FILED 21
 
--LE .i.(FR) WWW(±) FILED 22
 
LET W2(FR) WNW(2) -"FILED -23
 
LET W3(FR) = VWW(3), FILED 24
 
[HIE"WP4Fh FRPW (4 
GO TO 	I

-_-2FT-FRS'-IS EMPTY,9' 0 T-'Th 	 FILEO 27. ....




c 	 PROCESS THE SET FRS TO PRINT ALL SATELLITES ON THE TAPE FILEO 30'
C 	
-FILEO 31 
J6 T--	 5 -FOR ALL FR-I' FRS ............ F E E..32.
 
LET TIME = TIMEF(FR) 	 FILED " 33, . 
LET IS = SATNO(FR) FILEO,_ 34.'',ng,." , 
LET I = SATSY(FR) . -. FILEO '35,,.'
LE-T-NOS(rS)' . ...-	 .F FNIPS(-FR-.LEU "
 
IF I EQ i, LET K = .UP 	 FILED 37
 
IF I EQ 2, LET K = DOWN 	 FILEO 38
 
IE I EQ 3, LET K = OUT 	 FILEO 39

"
L....LET 	 FIEO - 7 - . ..ST-AYTI'T5YS (IS FF __EK. 

LET I = ST(FR) 
- FILEO 41
 
IF I EQ 1, LET K = UP FILED 42'
 
IF I EQ 2, LET K = DOWN FILEO 43
 
IF.. EQCt K=OUT- .FILEO 4
 
LET SSTAT(IS) = K FILEO 45
 
LET FREE = NDEL(FR) FILED 46
 
IF INOW NE IS, WRITE ON 6 , FILEO 47

FORMAT(*O . .-CHR-ON(OLOGICAXLTIHE HISTORY OF-SATELLITE POSITIOIZ0TN1--­17- . 8--.EO . .
 
*N ORBIT-/S5 *TIME SYSTEM STATUS SATELLITE STATUS FILED 49.
i MODULE STATUS*) 
-FILEO 50
 
LET INOW = S FILED 51
CALL STATUS(IS,MO-DO(_FR) -NJSTA(FR)Y-..- FILED - 52'
C 	 , FILED 53 . 
C RELEASE MEMORY ,. FILED 54
 




DESTROY FR , FILED 57
















. STBEXrOUTINE .FILESUS;TSTr-...........- . --. - ­cFIL S 	 .------ rt----..........: - ­•  ..,: ";... ".
C 	 STORE SATELLITE DATA FOR THE SET FRS ON ±0-TAPES ON DISK FILES t3W ',-, ,4 
c USE FR TEMPORARILY . .	 " FILES", 4
--¢.. .... .... .. .. .... 	 "IE~,5 , . "__ _"
____.... 	 __ 
DIMENSION WNWW(4) 	 "FILES7 
GREATE FR 	 FILES 8LET T1MEF(FR) = TIME 	 FILES 9 
-LET SATNOIFR) -- IS - - FIES'S- Tt..... ... 
LET I = STAT(ITSYS(IS)) 
- FILES ' 11
IF I EQ UP, LET-K = 	 , , FILES 12IF I EQ DOWN., LET K 2 ..- , 	 "" FILES 13 ... , .." 
. . ....IF "'I-EQ'00T7; LE - m- .... .. ... . . . .... .. .. .. .. . . ... 	
_ _'-_ 
LET SATSY(FR) = K' FILES 15
 
LET I = SSTAT(IS) FILES 16
 
IF I EQ UPf LET K = i 
-------- FILES ±7
 
IF I-QD O'N--ETC-K=2 " 	 V : .' " ' ' 
- , 5 ' r F1'I LES ' j 9 '' I F I EQ OUT , L E T K ' 3 
.­
-LET NOSTA(FR) = IST 
-ET E(FR - FREE ------
LET NPS(FR) = NPOS(IS)
LET LL = (iO*IS+SYORB-i)/SYORB 
LET WWW(±) = Wi(FR)
LET- WW(2) W2(Fk-' '....... 
LET WWW(3) = W3(FR)








- 7r7FILES '28"' 
FILES%. .A29 












2 . , 
FIND NECESSARY VEHICLES GETV ' 
o 
-LEJEAD~0..~---------GETV 
LET ITUG = 0 
LET ISEPS ='0 
LET IGO = 0 










c LOCATE NEXT AVAILABLEC LAUNCH PAD -"' -GETV'. 12, ." ..... ~~~~~~~GETV'" " t ', '" "": : . .. 
25 
DO TO' 25, FOR I=(NPADI(IORB))(NPAD2(IORB))
IFVPAO (1) "[E-0 "G'0' T O-25 . . . . . . 
LET IPAD I 
GO TO I 
LOOP =-GETV. 


























I DO To 5, FOR I=(I)(NSHUT)
IF NQ Li 0, LET NLEG = 2 
IF VSHUT(I) LE ,. GO TO 5 









. L T,,IGQ -
- ETGETV 





o LOCATE NEXT AVAILABLE UPPER STAGE IN FLEETG------------- "GETV 
GETV, 33 
34 






LET ITUG =I- -
GO" TO 7 . 
LOOP 
LET IGO'= 2 


















O LOCATE NEXT' AVAILABLE SEPS IN FLEET --::fr4,GETV .44k 
7 IF RQSEP(IORBI EQ 0, GO TO 20, 	 T " ;
4 
_Do -TJ?- 15l, FOR I=(i) ( N9S pS

•~~ I - -" -PS(1)~ LE ,0 - GO T-5 I 5- GETV : , .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .- GI T . . .­ 47 k8 . . .. . . .LET ISEPS :I GETV 49g,

GETV 50
GO TO 20 

. 15 , L - PL- _ 	 . GE TV ,5 1LET - IGO -- 3. 	 ' - :
. . . . . G'IZF .. .52 -- - .... . . .- ­20 RETURN' 

,
GETV ° -53 ,
,' " E N D ' ' ' 	 '' " ' "' GE T V' Y ' 54"., , -SUB R .UTI _-NE GH




"'71 3SP WYS SET UP PAYLOAD ARRIVAL AND REMOVAL FROM ORB'IT EVENT SEQUENCE ISPAY, 4
C. 
-ISPAY -5.
" .. _.E. _ _;VE..LAUUCH ATa. FROM LO D 	 N E E - P UE AND CITEM ISPAY ,6 
... . .... ' .... . . .. ... . .... . . .. ISPAY- . .-- -- . . ____ _. . .. ..IF Na GT 05 GO TO 7- , , 	 ISPAY 8 ' 
•IF ISEPS EQ 0, GO TO 7 ' ' 
 ' 	 ISPAY 9

• IF EXPV(RQSEP(IORB)) NE..0-. ..GOJO-20.-- SPAY,1
 
LET FLYT = ORBTM(IORB), 
 " 	 ISPAY 12LET ILOAD(l) =PQUE(IORS) 

-ISPAY 13LET.NQ = NL(IOR3)

"LET ILOAO (J -i "---- CITEMTII.OAD '(JT}'["'F OR '3 =(1)"(NQ i'E " " . . . 7-" ISPAY ...-< - . .: , T - .. .. 14 5 . . .. . . , - - . .) LET NMO ANMO+(IORB} 	 , "),, .ISP AY 16"tiia LET SU = (NMD NINSU-1)/4TNSU , ISPAY:' 17 .,h,, _LET WGH - SU*'WTSU ",, 	 '," ' ISPAY-' le "" : " °' 
- . ~. LET~ " LCEN-'" "SU""LUEN SIT- .. . . .	 . . . .. '. . . . .	 3 S A -- . ." " A(.. L T WGHDN B .' 




, ' --- 'IF--EXVEH EQ O, LET WENTT 
IF EXVEH EQ 0, LET WGHDN --WGH 	 ISAY2
 
---- ' .. . . . . .. .,... . .SPAY f 20­
9 z IF PSERV EQ it LET WGHDN = 0. ' ISIPA"- 2 ,
 
.0' IF PSER V EQ i t LE T WL E ND = O . , ' I S P AY ,, •2 5' ,' - ,
L0 0 TO iO. FOR I'( } N )'ISPAY '" Z6:. . . ',, ,
TT-T X. -," L E "- TL A-D-(I) ...... ... . . . . ...... . . . ... . .. . . .
 . . ISPAT -. .. -I - . . .
"' IF IRT(NX) NE Ot GO TO 12 , 'ISPAY 28LET WGH =-WGH +'PAYWT(NX)' ,ISPAY 
 29
LET WLEN = WLEN + PAYLN(NX)-	 ISPAY 30
 
.. . . - F --l RO I NX-Y" ' 0 ", GO -T O- I . .. . . . . - . . . . . . , , . _ . _ - _ __. . . __. . . SP -A- .. . . . . 
i 1 IF EXVEH NE 0, GS TO 10	IF IMOD(NX) EQ '3,,.GO TO ' % ,,S IF 'PSERV NE 0' GO TO Ei " '.[i.'-,,., 	
" ISPAY 
: ISPAY ,,.
'" , , - ,I P Y,3 
32 ""
 
.. 33 ",. .
 
.. . " " 
-4-UT"T 	 ­...... C o-mF 'N "R w l - -AY iW ' 	 -...... .. ISP AYr - - 34- - . . . - - -= ' 




' IF ISEPS EQ .;L GO -TO 14

" "-- F -NT "'Q-':'G-GO TO i -' ISPAY .. . .. 	 . . .. . .......- . . . '-... .. :- "" S -Y"9 38
 T' . .
 1..... 
ISPAY 40
"''-LET WGH = WGH + WUSEPIF WUSEP NE'8., LET WLEN '=WLEN +LSEP' 
 ISPAY 41
 
----- LET D -=WGHON 	 '"_.,_ iISPA¥ 

.. .. .. . . ' l T" WG '0 R - - " DN-( I S E-PS . - '-- . . . . . . - . . . .	 42 . . . . .I S P AY . . . . 3 . . . . . . . . = - . . . 
LET SW DN (ISEPS) = 0IS 
 PAY, ' 4'4
LET 0 = WLEND 
 ISPAYLET WLE ND'= SLDN (ISEPS),. 	 , 'P Y6
 45
 
...7 - "CET 'SLDN-( ISEP'S- " -'D' 	 .. . . .... -----........  .. .ISPAY - 7- . . . T.. .. .. 	 T46. 
," "
oLET 'WGHDN =WGHON + WONSP 
 ISPAY 48 
6& NE 0., LET WLEND = WLEND + LSEP 
_150 	 LEJWGHDN WONSP ISPAY 51








...EFINE PAYLOADS IN LAUNCH... .... ...	 ISPAY
.C 	 ~~~~ISP'AY- ... ..F TRIG EQ 0, WRITE ON 6,IPAISHUT,ITUGISEPSWGH,WGHOWWLEN, ISPAY 





.....EO&A(5-LUNH NOW-- PAD% , "- SHUTTLEI3,J 
-- TUG*,I3,4 SPAY 59




IF TIME GT TIMEB, CALL OSPAY 	 ISPAY 62

LSJ.. IR-=PAD .--- ISPAY 63,

LET T = G. 
-­.....-
-
IF ISEPS NE a LET T = TDOWN ISPAY 65

IF TP LT T LT TP = T ISPAY 66
 
IF ISEPS E O, GO TO 5 	 ISPAY 67

" IF TRIG NE 8, GO'TO-'i ..	 SPA " 
LET TE = TIME ISPAY 69

LET I = OPART (TE) ISPAY 70
LET J = HPART (TE) + I ISPAY 71

LET K = MPART (TE) + I .ISPAY -'7..
 
IF WUSEP NE 0., WRITE ON 6,IJ KISEPS ISPAY 73

FORMAT(*0 ,5,.* 1 ,2*.1M,$63,*SEPS*139* LAUNCHED*) ISPAY 74IF WDNSP NE 0., WRITE ON 6,I,J,KISEPS ISPAY 75­
-.. FOR-HAT(W'O " ,15,*.	 4 ,12, ,r'T2,-S63; SEPS - *t139* RETRIIEVEUw)-- -ISWX'rA - 76 
5 LET DUMMY = 0 	 ISPAY 77 -DO TO 17, FOR J=(E)(NL(IOR3)) 	 ISPAY 78 o"

LET IK = ILOAn(J) 	 ISPAY 79
LCET NX = ISAT'(I1) ... 	 . .. SrA" 
LET NY = IMOD(!K) 	 ISPAY 81-
LET AST = SORTE(ITSAT(NX)) ISPAY 82
 
_FI ASI .NE 0, -LET -F!.yJ.. =.AST ISPAY 83 . .
IF IRT(IK) NE 0, GO TO 16
 
C 	 ISPAY, 85
C DEPLOYMENT PAYLOADS 	 ISPAY 86
c 	 ISPAYLET FREE = LQTIM(I0-/30-00. 
--	 ISPAY ...... 87 ----
CALL ST-ATUS(NX,NY,4) 	 ISPAY 89
CRE4TE ARRIV 	 ISPAY 90

L&T-... ..PSAT(ARRIV) NX= --. 	 ISPAY 9gLET PMOD(ARRIV) = NY 	 I'SP ....ArY-	 g
CAUSE ARRIV AT TIME + TP + 	GOTIM('IK) ISPAY 93

IF AST 	EQ 0, GO TO 15 ISPAY 94
LET GOLTICIK. AST .. ... 	 ISPAY 95





__. S QE.E UL.E.. ET R I EVAL S 	 ISPAY 99 
-C 	 . . . . .. .. . SPAY.....--LET PSAT(BACK) = NX 	 ISPAY ±01CAUSE BACK AT TIME + TP + FLYT 	 ISPAY 102
160 CREATE REMOV 	 ISPAY 103
 
-------	 rsrS-lETPSATTRE --	 "X -­........... .
 
CAUSE REMOV AT TIME + TP + 	GOTIM(IK) ISPAY 105 
-' 
&~jA4 AMRV2YN);NX 
.AUSE,.SAIDN..ATME. TP + G.OT.N.K) /6 , - ISPAY' 108
 
-
ISPAY 110C 'REMOVE PAYLOAD FROM LOADING QUEUE 

o ISPAY, i1
 15_'CALL DOP (_IKi.,IOB) . ISPAY 112
 
17 LOOP -- ,,> < ISPAY, ± 
- 1.9 IF TRIG EQO, WRITE ON 6 ISPA:Y 114
 
FORK T( 5, ISPAY , -..... - .. . 5116 " 
-- - - - -- -ISPAY - -±16,








IF -TRIG NE 0, RETURN ISPAY -120 
LET' TE -TIME -. . ... .. .... -- -77- tSPA--.--- .... -
LET I = DPART (TE) ISPAY. 122
 
LET J = HPART (TE) +.I ISPAY :123
 
LET.K = MPART (TE) + i ISPAY . j124 ' 
- . "Or-6";I4 :, .. . . . . . . ... . ....- IS --'WRI'TE K l ISEPS 





END - ISPAY 128
 
SU3ROUT-INE-ISVEH(NGl&HDII . . - " - -- SV 3... -C I VEH  ""
 
o COLLECT STATISTICS ON VEHICLE UNAVAILABILITY ISVEH '4 -""
 
o , ,ISVEH,,, 5 , ' ., 
IF NQ GT. 0, GO-.ATO 50 . " - ISVEH 7 .
 
IF ISEPS EQ 0, GO.TO 50 - ISVEH 8 -
IF EXPV(RQSEP(IORB)) EO 0., GO TO 50----- ' . ISVEH 9 ­
........E SEX'-.. . TSVEH It -

GO TO 180 ISVEH ii ­
50 LET DUMMY 0 -ISVEH 12. 5, FOR I=(1) ()) ..... . ,, ISVEH 13 -_DO TO VERI.. . .. Gb-O "( 1-2"4-Z-Y-WUI. ... 

S1 IF ISHUT NE 0, GO To 6 ISVEH 15
 
GO TO 5 ISVEH 16
 
S IFF2 TUG NE -, GO TO 6 ISVEH 17
 
3 IF ISEPS NE 0, GO TO 6' ISVEH 19
 
GO TO 5 - - - ISVEH 20
 
4 IF IPAD EQ fl, GO TO 5 ISVEH 21
 
6 I'F *EQ-. T - 'VDAKTETI" O -TO ..... ." 
LET VOATE(I) = VOATE(I) + TIME ISVEH 23
 
IF VDATE(I) 4T 0, GO TO E . ISVEH 24
 
LET VTD(I) = VTD(I) + 'VOATE(I) . ISVEH 25
 
IF-'VDATED-'U-G-r-XT (If'l'LET XTlI-) VOATElTE-.­... ISE .2
 
IF VDATE(I) LT MTD(I), LET MTO(I) VDATE(I) ISVEH 27
 




-C 5 LOOP 
. ... ... .... . ...... .. ...... . I S VE44 .. . . ,., . . .. . . . . 
C SET UP EVENT SEQUENCE FOR VEHICLES ISVEH 31
 




' 35" 7.V"t" 77SVEHG "" SHUTTLE 7 
 35C 
 ISVE 
°.XF ISEPS WE , LET T = TDOWN 	 ISVEH 38
 
F TP L T, LT TP = T .. . .	 SVEH.. ... .38-" 
LET TF = FLYT 	 ISVEH 40
 
IF ISEPS NE 0, LET TF = 12./8640. 	 ISVEH 41
 
CREATE REFVE 	 ISVEH 42
 
. LET VNA E(REF ') = SHUT ---------------. 	 .. . .TSVEH" -4 
LET PMOD(REFVE) = ISHUT 	 ISUEH 44
 
CAUSE REFVE AT TIME + TP + SREFT + TF 	 ISVEH 45
 
LET VSHUT(ISHUT) = 0 	 ISVEH 46
 
... T. -TI-- TI"MEB -T -... 	 1rSVEF W 47
 
IF I LE G, GO TO 20 ISVEH 48
 
LET SUTFY(I) = SUTFY(I) + I ISVEH 49
 
IF ITUG NE 0, GO TO 20 ISVEH 50
 
LET CSHUT-(O4W-B)'"- C-SNUTTrO1)-Fl-±. IS V-_E,,HT W '
 
LET WSHUT(IORB) =,JSHUT(IOR8) + WGH ISVEH 52
 
LET CDSUT(IORB) = GDSUT(IORB) + 1. 	 ISVEH 53
 
ISVEH 54
LET WDSUT(IORB) = WOSUT(IORB) -WGHN 
.. .. . . ..-	 I S VEIH - " 55 '...... .. . . .. ... 
C TUG 	 ISVEH 56
 
C 	 ISV EH 57
 
20 	IF ITUG EQ 0, GO TO 13 ISVEH 58
 
IF E)(OP(IOB)NE JGWT-C-Oro 22 .ISVEH ..- --.....
 
CREATE REFVE ISVEH 60
 
LET VNAME(REFVE) = TUG ISVEH 61
 
- LEL PMOD.(R EF VE) . ITUG ISVEH 62
 
CAUSE REFVE AT TIME + TP + TREIT---------------. ". .... . ISVE 3
 
22 	LET VTUG(ITUG) 0 ISVEH 64
 
IF I LE 0, GO TO 18 ISVEH 65 0,
 
LELT.UGFY.I) -_TJGFY (I) _+ i ISVEH 66
 
IF 	ISEPS NE 13, GO-TO ±8 S­..w.. . . .. 
LET EXVEH = EXORB(IORS) 	 ISVEH 68
 
LET EXORS(IORB) = 0 	 ISVEH 69
 
IEXVEi.F. EQ. _--V___(O--. --	 ISVEH 70
 
IF 	EXVEH NE 0, LET EXTUG = EXTUG i. .VEW-" 7-[
.. T.4S 	 . 
IF EXORB(IORS) NE 0, LET VTUG(ITUG) = -i ISVEH 72
 
LET WTUG(IORB) = WTUG(IORB) + WGH . ISVEH 73
 
-.LET.QTUQ(IORB) = CTUG(IORB) + i. ISVEH 74
 
IF EXORB(IORB) RE-, r TO-fg-' - . ..... ...... SE. 75
 
LET COTUG(IORB) = CDTUG(IORB) + 1. ISVEH 76
 





18 	IF ISEPS EQ 0. GO TO 19 ISVEH 81
 
IF SEPEX NE 0, GO TO 180 	 ISVEH 82
E-s----SVE- I - -

IF NQ LT 09 LET TS = SEPFT ISV'EH 84
 
CREATE REFVE ISVEH 85
 
LET VNAME(REFVE) = SEPS ISVEH 86 
. . r'T--PMOD(REFVE) = ISEPS ..... ... 	 "-ISVEH 
CAUSE REFVE AT TIME + TP + FLYT ISVEH 88
 
- TS ISVEH 89
 
180 LET UIMRY = 0 ISVEH 90
 
. . LET VSEPS(ISE0S) = 0 ..... ........ 	 .ISVE- 91
 
IF SEPEX NE 0, LET VSEPS(ISEPS) -1 	 ISVEM 92
 
rT NVSE S[Y NE9IT(ISEPS) = 0 
IF NO 	LT O, LET LEXIT(ISEPS) = 0 ISVEH 95 
IF I LE 0, GO TO 19 .. .... 	 . . ISVEH - - 96" --
-. 
LET SEPFY(I) = SEPFY(I) +1 ISVEH 97
 
LET CSEPS(IORB) = CSEPS(IORB) + I. ISVEH 98

LET WSEPS(IORB) = WSEPS(IORB) + WGH ISVEH 99
 
LET CDSEP(IORB) = -COSEP(1QR6)7+ 1. I-SVEH- Tl l...

LET WOSEP(IOR3) = WOSEP(IORB) + WGHDN I .O ISVEH aiiC ISVEH 102 
C LAUNCH PAD 
- ISVEH 103"C . . .. .......  	 .. .... "" - . . . . . . . .
.. .. .  ..... ISVEH . 
19 IF IPAD EQ 0, GO TO 21 "Ct ISVEH 105 
CREATE REFVE 	 ISVEH 106

LET VNAME(REFVE) = KPAD 
- ISVEH 107
 
LET PMOOV(REFVE) = Y'P-AD . ISVEH -0
 
LET PSAT(REFVE) = IORB ISVEH 109
 
CAUSE REFVE AT TIME + TP + PREFT ISVEH 11
LET VPAD(IPAD) = a ISVEH III
 
21 RETURN .ISVEH .........-
T--

UKPAD 	PAD ISVEH 113
END ISVEH 1±4 
ENDOGENOUS EVENT LAUNG LAUNG 2 
c - - -- -- -LNAUNG- - ,­




C THIS EVENT OCCURS WITH AN ACTUAL LAUNCH SCHEDULED WITH DELAYS,. LAUNC 6 
C - XUNC T--
C IT SCHEDULES ARRIVAL IN ORBIT, VEHICLE REFURB CYCLE, MODULE AND LAUNC 8 -
C LAUNO 9 1C_ SATELLITE RETRIEVAL WITH REFURB CYCLE LAUNGN_9 ±0 . 




'LET--IQ ,LQEV(LAUNC) .. AUNC---- 15 ........ 
LET MLEV(IQ) = 0 LAUNC 16 
DESTROY LAUNC 	 LAUNC 17
 
IF LSAT(IO) EQ O, RETURN LAUNG 18
 
LET-O nR'"RBITTITSrTTSA-FI-)-l-T -- t..AQTI-CT 9--

IF ORBQ(IORB) IS EMPTY, RETURN LAUNC 20
 
REMOVE IQ FROM ORBQ(IO4 ) LAUNC_ 21
LET LQTIM(IQ) = PRIOR('ITSAT(ISAT(IQ))), 	 LAUNC 22
 
.....F-LE tIQ TrN ORBQ tI-0RB - - - ------ C-------23--

LET NL(IORB) = 0 LAUNG 24
CALL GETV(IGO) 	 LAUNC 25
 
IF W(IORB2 GT 0., LET W(IORB) = -W(IORB) 	 LAUNG 26 
......FT-t"GW EQ-3r--GO---- - ......- t AUlC... 2-. 
IF IGO NE 0, GO TO 10 LAUNC 285 CALL SHIP(0,0) LAUNC 29
 
RETURN LAUN. 30 ­
l I-F "TRWG"NE-',"GO-'TO12 .. 
-. .
 
LET TE = TIME LAUNC 32
 
- LET I =PART (TE) LAUNC 33
LET J HPART (TE) + I LAUNC 34
 
.LETK - IPART (TE) + ± . At NC . 35-

WRITE ON 6,I,JK LAUNC 36
 
-2B T(SS,IS,9# *,I2,SPI2,S60,PAYLOAD 
LET CVA(IGO) = CVA(IGO) + 1. 



















CC LOAD DATA SUBROUTINE LOATLOAT 45 
WRITE ON 6 
O-qYR-XfTr i- . P*0T-DA-T-A*T/.
LET IRFLG = 0 
CALL LOVEH(IRFLG)











CALL.LOSQH(IRFLG)CALL LOME(IRFLG)--... ....... .. 
CALL LOPUR. 
IF IRFLG EQ 0, RETURNWRITE ON 6 
FORMAT(J---------- RUN STOPPED DOE TO 
STOP 
END • 
....... UJgOU!3N .. LP.ME_(I FLG ..





























MISSION EQUIPMENT UPGRADE INPUT ROUTINE 
DIMENSION IA(5),A(-)W..R IT O0 " ­ . . . .. . . . .... rq . . . . . - . . . .. . .. 
LONE 
LOME 









FORMAT(* ME UPGRADE SCHEDULES INPUT 















1314 - "-_ °" 
C 
WRITE ON 6,IA(±),IA(2),IA(3),IA(4),BIA(S) 
EQOAT(Si ,A6,I1 1,33A6,I6,S3 M4 .2,S3,A6). I A)(I -L K,- TO 2T0"0... 
LET MEOLD = 0 
LET MENEW = 0 














IF IA(53 EQ MNAME(I)t, LET NENEW 
1±0 LOOP 













it WRITE ON 6 
FORMAT(* B'AD- NE'ATA-:'NTRY 














115 99 A8LAHEOL0) NE ME, GO TO Ill 
IF MCLAS(MENEW) NE ME, GO TO Iii LOME 35
 
O 0ro"--20_-, TOR rrnhI4T'_gT&T..ZME 3
 
IF IA(i) NE SYNAM(I), GO TO 120 LOME 37
 
LET ISY = I LONE 38
 
GO TO 125 LONE 39
 
---------.....
- -........---- ..---.- ... .... .-.. ,D E
 
GO TO Ill. LOME', .41
 
125 IF FSAT(ISY) EQ 01 GO TO 11 LDE-2 42 
LET ISY FSAT(ISY)+IA(2) - " LOME 43.
 
YI-M-Oatr-STrzrt -T-- fff -- - - - - - - - - - ME­
00 TO 130, FOR ALL MODSY IN MOO(ISY) LONE 45
 
IF NOMOO(MODSY) EQ NEOLD, LET IA(4) = IA(4) - I LONE 46 
IF IA(.C). 0..,.
GO TO. 13.5 LONE 47
130 _LO0OPF ... .. .. . .. . .. .. . . ... M ..... -- --
GO TO 11i LOME 49 
C LONE 50 
.C_.SAVE ME UPGRADE IN MENEW LME 51 
135 CREATE MESET LONE 53
 
LET PSATCMESET) = ISY LOME 54
 
LET PMOD(MESET) = NOMOD(MOOSY) LOME 55
 
LET " "MEDT(ESET)= B LmE -6
 
LET NOMOO(MESET) = MENEW LONE 57

FILE MESET IN MES LONE 58 
GO TO i -- LONE 59 
'230" RETURN ME 
tJNE ME LONE 6i 
END LONE 62 -
LSUROUTINE LDOD 
_
DM '(IRFLG) 2 
C MODULE INPUT ROUTINE LDMOD 4$ 
C LOMOD 5 
READ FROM 5,NUMAODFACT LOMOD 6 
FORMAT (I'T3,fi.---
-- 7--
IF NUMMOD LE MITAB, GO TO 5 LOMOD 8 
WRITE ON 6,NUMMOD,MITAB LDMOD 9
 
FORMAT(* ERROR - NUMBER OF MODULES INPUT(#,I6,*) EXCEEDS CAPACITY LOMOD I0
 
C*' ' - -LOOOD-- -1--

LET IRFLG = i LOMOD 12
 
5 WRITE ON 6,NUMOD LOMOD 13
 
FORMAT(Iii ?. MODULES INPUT*/* NAME ALPHA F BETA F LDMOD - 4 
... -T--T E-- APHA'W -BETA N- -WEIGHT---VOLUME-' CL'ASS Fl "umuu 5- --
DO TO ±0, FOR I=()(NUMMOD) LOMOD 16 
C LONOD 17 
C..... LQAD MODULE DATA LDMOD 18
C.. .... . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . L DMZO - t9
 







,R. TAU LDMOO 24
 
FORMAT(A6,06 D2,02,03,0D5, 3.1,A6 ,05.2,D2.2,D1t02.2) LOMOD 25
 
IF ALPF(I) NE 0., GO TO 7 LDMOD 26
 
IF R EQ 0. GO TO 7 ... .0 7--.
 
LET BETAF(I) = 1. LOMOD 28 
? TAN{J)E Q O!U(U(OI) =_FAGT*ALPFCi) 
. IF BETAW(I) EQ f.,°LET BETAW(I) = 1. LMOD 31 "" -" 
IF-TTFMD (I)' EQ -;I L-ET" TTFM (IT .-5*ALPF(IZ .-...... 
c LDMOD 33
 
C PRINT MODULE DATA LOMOD 34
 
LO_.LMOV-kzT-f--O- ,-AM ETAI:m-(hTTFN O'(rI}-h-PN (Pl oE-I );AP IF1Y;8 I- BETAWITF WD 
 35
tr;3='3r 
MODWT(IL) MOVOL(I),MCLAS(I) LDMOD 37
 
FORMAT(SS,A6j,S,7D7.2,S4,A6) . -. ,."LUMOD 38 _ 




To SUBROUTINE LOORB(IRFLG) LOORBc.....




C LOA OB D.TA ""LORB ' ,
 
READ FROM 5,NORB ", -. .. , 6 ,gg.,
 
FORMATL1,3.1 .. .' _ - , LDORB ,7." "" 
IF NORB LE NOR-8S ---G-0TW-".. . --- B
 
WRITE ON 6,NORBIORBS LDORB 9
 
FORMAT(* ERROR - NUMBER OF ORBITS INPUT(*,I6,*) EXCEEDS CAPACITY( LOORB ±0 
RITE) LDORS i" 
i WRITE O'N 6NOR "LDORB-, t' -- " 9






b RA . .VC-- U)PPER =-t "--3.......--. "- A-r_ ..." -- VT-.'-- PERTO0 -- - .. --SEP-'-ILDIO "
 
,
SJUTTLE Dvi .PAOS*) - LDORB' 7 
00 TO 10, FOR I=(i)(NORB) LDORB 18 N 
READ FROM 5,ORBID(I),ORBOV(I).ORBPD(I),ORBRA(I),ORBVC(I),RQUPI), LOORB" ±9 " 
Rl S'EP'(Ir,RQSr(T.;UVi ViF ---- ' ..--------R 8.2..-ORf -­
#I IrA 1.(I) ,NPAD(I(I) ,'LDORB- 21
  , 
rORMAT( A61405.i$JA6,D5.i,213) , ,LOORB f- 22± 
IF NPADi(I) EQ 0, LET NPADi(I) = i . . " LDORB< .23 ..... 
IF NPAD2(I) EQ 0. LET NPAO2(I) NPAD . " LOORB 25
 
IF NPAD2(I) GT NPAD, LET NPAO2(I) = NPAO . LOORB 26
 
HRITE ON Y ORBID(I) ORBDV(I),ORBFO(I),ORBRA(I),ORBVC(I),RQUP(l) 9 . -LDORB ,27
 
..-- RQSEPtIRiSU-I ) c L..DORB... 28 .
 
- - LOORB 29
NPADI(I),NPAD2(I) 
FORMAT(S3,A6,4D7.i,Si,
• g .... . A6,SIA6,07,,i S4213)LDORB 3 . . .... ... LOORB $I . ..
 
c 'GHECK ON "UPPEIR7StA ... -GE ... l--D--wORB---_ , --

C L LOORB 33
 
LET J = a LDORB 34
 
..... _E..BLAN L GO TO - 35 , ,I  9 LOORB _ 
Do TO 5, 'OR J=(1(NVEdYTTY T.. t' .. --LUt 
,
IF RQUP,(I) EQ NAMEV(J), O TO B , LOORB'" 37 

5 LOOP , LOORB '3,",
 
. .....LEI.,R ,.G . ............. . . .... , LDORS -"' 39- ,....
 
WRITE ON 6 .. .. . ET0 ..
"
 FORMAT( * NO SUCH UPPER STAGE*) , . LOORB 41
 
9 LET RQUP(I) = J LDORB 42
 






C - DORB 
FTREA(I) EQ BL.ANK, GO TO 4 . 
Z O0 TO 36 
- rrQE 
FOR J=CI) (NVEH)
Dr E-Q_4AMEVTJT, G'TO - .----. , 
LOOR 4a 
........ OR......-9 
3 LOOP LOORB 50 
LET IRFLG = 





Y-.Fb't-AT-(t -NO SUtST SEPS VEHtCLE-FOmNO -.... --- D ORB­
4 	LET RQSEP(I) = J . ,-:. ,LDOPRB 54-
I-F NAMEV(J) NE SEPS, LET CHEM'= i - • ""Q-, LDORB' 55"'
 
IF CHEM NE 0, CALL LDSEP(WOV(J),PAYLV(J),WCONV(j),ISPV(J) LOR" 56
I RBI 

WP NOV (J) EX-PV (J)Y O AYSIVQ ) ,"REFT V (JI1 .... ... (..*. . .
 
LET SEPEX = EXPV(J) LOORS 58
 
C LOORS 59 
_C - SCRiEC. QN SHUTLE VEHTCLE . LOORB 60 
LET J =0 LUUW . 
'LDOR,: 63 6 DO TO 7, FOR J=(±)(NVEH) 
IF RQSUT(I) EQ NAMEV(J). GQ TO 8 LOORS . 64, ,' " "__"' 
LOOP . ..-- -LOURB-
LET IRFLG I". 	 LDORB ' 66
 
WRITE ON 6 	 LOOPS' 67 
FORMAT(* NO SUCH SHUTTLE FOUND ) ' -LOORB. 68 , 
7'T'" LET'RQSUT(I,- "= J------Tf--F R r----6 - ­
10 LOOP 	 '' " LOOR8< '."70 < 
RETURN , i--,., .	 .LDORB-,. , 
"
 END-.............--------------- - .LDORB. .7 

"SU2-ROUTINE LODPURLPR
C . P:. i"4LDPUR . 3 N
 
C PURGE MEMORY OF UNUSED MODULES - LOPUR 4
 
S_ ..	 LDPUR 5.
 
... TE 	 ­*RI dM3 

FORMAT(4 i SYNOPSIS OF INPUT*) LPUR, 7
 
LET K = 0 LDPUR 8 , ,
--

LET M = 0 LDPUR 9 '""" 
O "to 80- FOR "I-(i) ......- . . . IPUR('STSTB)--. . .. 

LET NSYLFCI) = 10oo. LOPUR ii
 
LET J = 0 LOPUR 12
 
-iF FSAT(I) EQ OtL GO TO 80 	 LDPUR . 13 
lD0 TfY'rdLCDr1fl-LsnU-R-	 t u-a----- -71 7 7;
IF MARKS(L) EQ 9, GO TO 79 . LDPUR 15',.
 
LET U 0 2ARKS(_L)__- __._ _..."LDPUR - "'16
 
L 	T J 1. ."L PUR '- '
L L-UlnKI '
 
LET MDCNT(NOMOO(MDSAT)) = i, FOR ALL ,MOSAT tN MDS(ITSAT(L)) LOPUR 19
 
79 LOOP LDPUR 20
 
.. .. . . .... i . . . . LDPUR 2 .
'W-RI'T't ONO-6,S 78 	 .LDOP.UR'-
---...	IF J UE '0 GO TO .... ... _'( --- 2
 
FORMAT(* UNUSED SYSTEM - ",A6) LDPUR 23 '
 
LET SYNAM(1) =.0 LOPUR 24
 
GO TO 80 ' LOPUR 25
 
LET M H + LSAT(C) - FSAT(I) + 1 	 . LOPUR 27 
80 LOOP 	 LDPUR 28
 
LET I = M/4 LOPUR 29
 
.. .I'F -I*4 NE M, LET I-"- I .... LOPI . . - . .. .
 
LET M = i*4 	 LOPUR 31 
M T9 W'O RsED *I3,* SATELLITE/SYSTEM POSITIONS OUT OF AVA
 
*ILABi ,13) .- LDPUR 34
 
WRITE ON 6,_K,'STST'.. 	 LDPUR. 3 r 
LET K=O 

FORMAT(* PROBLEM USED ',13, SYSTEMS OUT OF AVAILABLE *,I3) LDPUR 36
 
- LDPUR 37 
. .. .
I 	 NMODSI) NE 0, LET K = K+I -DPUR . 39--
IF NMODS(I) NE 0, GO TO 85 LOPUR 40
 
IF MDS(I) IS EMPTY, GO TO 84 , LDPUR 41
 
E __R I (_)J_SIT A A--.... .. ... . .. ..--- ...  -L DPUR 38 
DO TO 83, FOP ALL MOSAT IN MDS(I) LDPUR 42
 P
REMOVE FIRSY MDSAT"-rROR-hd3-(I-) 	 LDP W 'R3 
DESTROY MDSAT 	 LDPUR 44
 
83 LOOP LOPUR 45
 
_84.1FKSAME( ) EQ Oj GO TO 85 LDPUR 46
 
WRITE-ON 6,SNAME("- .	 LDPUR----7 .
* 
FORMAT( UNUSED SATELLITE - *,A6) 	 LOPUR 48
 
LET SNAME(I) = 0 	 LOPUR 49
 
8 	LOOP LDPUR 50
 
WRITE ON6'k<, SITB. - - L-DTPUR "......51 -

FORMAT(* PROBLEM USED ",3,* SATELLITES OUT OF AVAILABLE *,13) LDPUR 52
 
LET K = 0 LDPUR 53
 
00 TO 90, FOR I=(i)(MITAB LPUR 54­
IF-fNAME(I) E0 OV'GO TO g0. 	 ... -55. 
IF 	MGNT(I) NE 0, LET K = K + i LOPUR: 56
 
IF 	MOCNT(I) EQ O, WRITE ON 6,MNAME(I) LOPUR 57
 
FORMAT(* UNUSED MODULE - 4 ,A6) 	 LDPUR 58
 
.	 .IF--DI) EQ 0T-UET-FNAMEXrIT-"T - "PUR .. 
LET MDGNT(I) = 0 	 LDPUR 60 , 
90 	LOOP LOPUR 61
 
DO TO 6, FOR 1=( (SYORB) - LOPUR 62
 
IF ISAT flT 9 'AK, G'O TO'-6 .... LDF-R
 
IF ITSAT(I) EQ.O, GO TO 6 LDPUR 64'
 
IF 	MDS(ITSAT(I)) IS EMPTY, GO TO 6 LDPUR 65
 
ET. J = O ... .. ... I LDPUR 66
 




LET NOMOO(MOOSY) = NOMOD(MOSAT) LOPUR 69
 




LET SUMNU(MODSY) = 0 .LDPUR 	 - -7-
LET MAXNU(MOOSY) = 0 	 LOPUR 72
 
LET MINNU(MODSY) = 500 	 LDPUR 73
 
_LET L.QAQF(PDSY) 0. . ---	 LDPUR 74
 
-LI)LET SUMLF(MODSY) = 0 UPUW .5
 
LET MAXLF(MODSY) = 0 LDPUR 76
 
LET MINLF(MOOSY) = 1000 LOPUR 77
 
- E T STAT(MpOOY) 0 LOPUR 78
 
LET NRU (MOSl'= N'kTMDSAT) --- --------T	 JLP 
LET J = J + i 	 LOPUR 80
 
LET MNO(MODSY) = J LOPUR 81
 
FILE MOUSYIN MOO(1) LDPUR 82
 
4 O P. LDPUR 93...
 
5 	LOOP LOPUR 84
 
WRITE ON 6,K,MITAB LOPUR 85
 
FORMAT(* PROBLEM USED *,13,* MODULES OUT OF AVAILABLE *,I3) LOPUR 86
 
-R'.T I 'N ......	 L DPUR -.. .. 7 .
 
ENO 	 LJPUR 88
 








READ FROM 5,NUMSAT , 
' ,FQ MA -. .. . ......... . ' - .LOSAT 
IF NUMSAT LE SITA, 'GO TO 6-. 
WRITE'ON 6.NUMSATSITAB 
FORMAT(* ERROR'- NUBER'OF SATELLITES ,INPUt 4 TI6,')











, ' ', , 
o 
C 
LET IRFLG = 1" 
6 WRITE ON 6,NUMSAT 
FORMAT(/SiIiO,* SATELLITES INPUT*/* NAME 
*R INC ORBIT HOD SAT TT 
~~~~~~DO~~~~~~~DSLET KL = 0. 
LOAD SATELLITE DATA 
WT 
POLICY SORT 
L-SfT - 13 
LDSAT 14 
VOL PRIO LDSAT I 
EXWT*) LDSAT 16 
AT--,,T(TIUWA------------------








'. SORTE (I)-, EXTTT 
- ................... 
EORMAT(A6,S3,,D2.'2O4,Aa,S34uI5 D4,/IiD'y4,05) - -
0., T _XWT(I)=SWT( 
IF TTSAT(I) EQ 0., LET TTSAT(I)=iO. , 
IF PR1ORNI) EQ-O 'LET'-P RIR-CI) -... 
PRINT SATELLITE DATA .LOSAI p.,--
wiuITE'aN" s;-UAME-I;S4T(-I) ;svflEIT'PRTOR.--CL'rgN~ltt 
TTSAT (I),'IPOLON(I)
SORTE(I) EXWT(I), ,, 
FORfMAT (S29A6vSl,4D6,SBA6,Is.,STD6 I ,LDSAT 
. ,LDSAT 22 
-LOSAT 23 
LOSAT 24 
-- sAr -- 25 







OS.. A.. - 34 










DO TO it FOR J=(1)(NORBS) 

















i LOOP LOSAT 
LDSAT -
ERODETECTE," -COt, "',t , -LDSAT4< 
-- --
OSA I 
LET IRFLG = 1 LOSAT. 
WRITE ON 6- LOSAT 
FORMAT(* ERROR- UNKNOWN ORBIT *) ' LOSAT 
LET U -"-1- . 
-"LDSAT 
READ MODULE LIST. FOR SATELLITE - ' . LOSAT 
.. EAD FROflwt NO5UL- "-- .J ,LSAT -
'DO-)7LtSAT-t 
MOBUL(J+3),'IA(J+3),MODUL(JI4),IA(J+4),MODUL(J4-5),IA(J+5,),' LDSAT 
MODUL(J+6},IA(J+6) - LOSAT 
FORMATS(AO,A6 A4, A6, A4, A6 A4, A6) A41 A6 t A4$ A6 A4A6 44) , LOSAT 
C" - O.LSAT----51 

















C WRITE ON 6,MODUL(J),IA(J),MODUL(J+I),IA(J+I),HODUL(J+2),IA(J+2), LOW
 
* 	 _ .. NODUL,(J+3) iA(J+3),MOUL(Jt4)-...IA(j44),tOfULCJt)tIA(Jt5), LDSAT 61 
MOOUL(J+6) ,I-A(J+6) -LTSAT. . . . 
FORMAT(SI0,14A6) LDSAT 63
 
IF MODUL(±) NE LAST, GO TO 15 LDSAT 64
 
.LT NO =- KL ....... LOSAT 65
 
GO TO 5 .. 
15 LET DUMMY = 0 	 LDSAT 67 
00 To ±0, FOR J=(i)(7) 	 LDSAT 68 
. - IF*MODUL(J) EQ T-	 LLANK.GOSAT 69Lfl WL = KC +i . .. .. . . ... .D AF-....­
00 TO 20, FOR L=(i) (MITAB) LDSAT 71
 
IF MODUL(J) EQ 'INAME(L), GO TO 5 	 LDSAT 72
 
2Q LOOP .- _ 	 . LDSAT 73 
. . ... .... LDS-A-r...... . . .. . .. 	 .. . . ... 74 
o ERROR DETECTED 	 LOSAT 75 
W 	 LOSAT 76
 WRITE ON 	 6MOOUL(J) LOSAT 77 
OR -EROR ThOUOE NOTONw UDSAT-

LET IRFLG = i LOSAT 79
 
........(' - -",A6 	 TI4r-MODEE TABLEfl " Us
 
GO TO i 	 LDSAT 80 
C 	 LOSAT 8i
 
c PUT IODOULE tN SET MOS -'ELONGINGrTO SATELLITE I ... ....... DSAT... .B
 
C 	 LDSAT 83 
5 CREATE tDSAT" 	 LOSAT 84
 
. .LET --- k' -	 . . .. . . L-SNT 85 .­.. . "NRU[(MDSAT) . . . . .. . . .. . . .... O A   "
 
LET NOMOD(MDSAT) = L LOSAT 87
 
-$ALL.ONIA(J),K) 
FILE MOSAT IN MDS(T) 	 LDSAT 88 a'ZO LOOP 	 LDSAT 89 _ 
9- ..............-.
iFrb OEQ0 GO TO-- -	 U.S.-A.--. g -
IF KL LT NO, GO TO 2 	 LOSAT 91
 
!F <L EQ 1O, GO TO. 25 	 LDSAT 92 
.L-T . L --_ .-------. .... LDSAT 93
 
WRITE ON 6tN'O KL - [DSTT-

FORMAT(S3AERAOR IN MODULE COUNT - EXPECTED *,I3,* FOUND *,13) LOSAT 95 
25 LOOP 	 LDSAT 96
 
* 	 LOSAT 97
RETUR-N 

LVLA*S' LDSAT ... 9B
AST..-

END 	 LOSAT 99
 




C SATELIT-'" E'03LE'IN'PUT ROOTrNE.... .. . . .. .... LDSCW . . ..
 C 	 LDSCH 5 
DIMENSION IA(4),A(4) ,13(4) 	 LOSCH 6 
WRITE ON 	 6 LOSCH 7 
FORHAT (--- --- FE-ULES- T.. . . ... ----- SOR ---­
c 	 LOSON -9* C LOAD SCHEDULES 	 LOSCH 10 
---6O-R 'A-r--'FS%-IA (i ,I-B ()1, Cn -rri )jI (2)! , AI )"f1AT3r;IBT'r7 3AT7 OSCH~ .S 	 ~LOSCH i____ 
IA(4 ,IB(4),A(4i 	 LOSCH 13
 
FORAT(Ii, A6,S3,D4.5 ,IiA6,S3,04.5,Ii,A6,S3,D4.5,I1,A6,S3,D4.5) LDSCH 14 
C LDSCH 15 
- 'PRINT SCHEDULES . .. ... ... -- . ­
' 	 LDSCH 17
 
S i BS,6LSH
FO3,MAT(I 6S?_2.:At-,;_39Q4,5 i- b. o~l1 Z,2A, .3SA 	 LOSCH 20 
,S3,04.5) 	 CoSCH
 
IF.IA(1) EQ 0, 30 TO 70 	 LOSCW 22
 LDSCH 23
 
C FIND SYSTEM AND SAVE NEW SATELLITE LAUNCH IN NEWS LDSCH "r . . .. .. .
 24
 
.. .. 3 " .. . . --. . . .. D S H 
DO TO 65, FOR K = (1)(4) 	 LDSCH 26 
IF IA(K) EQ 0, GO TO 65 	 LDSCH '27
 
C-. . . . . .. .. . . - .. . .	 f 
",. LDSCH 2.8
IF A(K) GT TIMES, GO 'TO 65 

'YO T0 66, FOR-1f-( lY (STST I In 2.
 
IF IO(K) NE SYNAM(I),GO TO 56 LD.SCH 30
 
LET J = LSAT(i) - FSAT(X) + j 	 LOSCH 31 IF TA(K) GTJA GO TO 64. 	 L-DSCHS32-. -- . 
LDSOH 34C SCHEDULE INPUT DATA MATCHEO WITH PREVIOUS OATA 
 LDSCH 35'
C 
 i 	 LOSCH 36
LET MARKS(FSAT(I)-I+IA(K)) 
 LDSC r-H - 7 . 
LET SCHDT(NEW) = A(K) LOSCH 35 
LET SCHSY(NEW) = FSAT(I)-1+LA(K) 	 LOSCH 39
 LDSOM 40
FILE NEW IN NEWS 	 R.­
-S





C ERROR OETECTEC 





FORMAT(* ERROR - MEMBER NO.#,I3,* IS NOT IN SYSTEM.- *9,A6) 	 LDSCH 47 LOSCH 48
Go TO 65 - .... 
,DS4
66 LO LDSCH ,50C, 
LOSCH -52LDSCH -.52C ERROR DETECTE--

LDSCH 54
WRITE ON 6,IB(K) 
 LDSCH 55
FORMAT(S3,t ERROR SYSTEM NOT FOUND - 'AG) LDSON 56
65 LOOP 	
-- -- ---- -D H-
W0""TO"-" 





SUBROUTINE LDSYS(IRFLG) 	 L'SY
 
LDSYS
C SYSTEMS INPUT ROUTINE LDSYS 5c 
_ 
LDSYS 6READ. FROM 5,NUMSYS 3 - -- - - -3 - 3 -- --	 ....-.. ...FO ,AT (13) -I-
LOSYS 8
IF NUMSYS LE STST3, GO TO 1 
 9WRITE ON 6,NUMSYS,STSTB 	 LDSYS 
FORMIAT(4 ERROR - NUMBER OF SYSTEMS INPUT(*,I6*) EXCEEDS CAPACITY( 	LD'SYS 10 .
'IG, .. -- ............. ......-.. ..-	 L -SYS . . ..1 T7..
.. -- ..  

LDSYS 12LET IRFLG = I LDSYS 13
i WRITE ON 6,NUMSYS 

FORMAT(/III, S STEMS INPUT*/*" NAME NUP NTOT} SYS TT "SAT LDSYS .14­
. . .DSYS .. .

--PHASE SAT - PHASE" ST Pr-ASE .. LDSYS 16
LET J = O 
• .-	 . . .
 
SrWr  [cAlO2 $fij=(NUMSYS) . b " "' " 
C L-O7A.VS-ATECfITE SYST-KS Th]TA-..... . . OSYS_ 
CC 
. 
READ FROM 5,SYNAM(I) ,NFUP(I) ,NO,TTSYS(I),
ITSA,T(J+IkPHASE(J+i),ITSAT(J+2), I . 
PH7SE(J+'2),'ITSATI+FT3F PHASE'('J-3T-. ......-FORMAT(AS 21356D2 i,A614 D4.5 A6S44.5,A6S4D4.5 
IF TTSYST) E. L' ,"-T (1), = 























Cc iwwo;_E__:tET.­ ov I---PRINT SATELLITE SYSTEMS DATA -------- LDSYSLDSYS _____2930 
C LDSYS 31 
wRr E_".ow", SYN'A911)-,'NF'UP(I) ,NO4'TTSYS-I - tSY1S . 3Z . . . 
ITSAT(J+i) PHASE(J+i)
,ITSAT(J+2),PHASE(J+2),ITSAT(J*3),'PHASE(J3) 
FORMAT (32, A6, 215Q6.?,S4A6,O.iS'+SA6-,6.,,S4,A6,D6,i)
LET-- NSAT'(I ) = NO -_7 -_ 
DO TO 2, FOR J±=(I)(NO-3)(3)







































- ----------..---­ :-.....----.0- LDSYS . 49 
LET LSAT(I) = J 
DO TO 55, FOR L = 
IF PHASE (L) LT' a; 
LET A = L 
(FSAT(I)(LSAT(I))












LET PHASE(L) = PHASE(L) + A/1O00.
-LET ITSXS(L) = I 
.0 -TO 45, FOR KC= -CSITA .. 












. -CF .....EM 
C 




LET IRFLG = i 
. LOSYS 62 
C 
WRITE ON 6,ITSAT(L)tSYNAM(I)
FORMAr"(Sa;* EP IROR-SATELCr*TE 
GO TO 55 
50 LET ITSAT(L) = K, 






























-. 34 ; 
c 	 READ FROM 5,NOVEH
 
FOR MAT(13) LOVEH 7
 
... MOVEH LE NVEH, GO TO ". -" LDVEH "8 . .
 
WRITE ON 6,NOVEHNVEH LDVEH 9
 
FORMAT(* ERROR - NUMiER OF VEHICLES INPUT(*,I6,*) EXCEEDS CAPACIT LDVEH 10
 
*y(* 16,*)*) LOVEH ii
 
- - - -
- -	
LOVER 2.LEr IRFLG _-- - - ­ . .
 
i WRITE ON 6,NOVEH 	 LDVEH 13
 
FORMAT(I, 4 VEHICLES INPUT*) 	 LDVEH 14
 
WRITE 	ON 6 LOVEH 15
 
FORMAT(* NAM DAY5 IS7 WOV BOIL WCONV LDVEH M-6 




-C LOAD ALL VEHIgLE CARDS 
 LDVEH 19 
.
 
00 TO 5, FOR I=(i)(NOVEH) LDVEH 21
 
READ FROM 5 NAMEV(I) OAYSV(I),ISPV(I),WDV(I),WPNUV(I),WCONV(I), LOVEH 22
 
REFTV(I),EXPV(I),PAYLV(I) 	 LOVEH 23
 
NSTAG(I),SOLID(I) ID( ... LOVER- " 2­
IORMAT(A6,D5.±,210tA6) LDVEH 25
 




NSTAGc1),ScfIto(IiID(I) . . .VEF"- 28....
 
FORMAT(S3A6,807.1,216 SI A6) LDVEH 29
 
IF NAMEV(I) EQ SEP, CALL LOSEP(WtV(I),PAYLV(I),WCONV(I),ISPV(I), LOVEH 30
 
WPNUV(I),EXPV(I).DAYSV(I),REFTV(I)) .. LOVEH 31
 
5 LOOP "..... VEIH-" -32
 
RETURN 	 LDVEH 33
 
END 	 LOVEH 34co
 




C MARK ALL PAYLOADS FOR LAUNCH IN ORBIT QUEUE IORB 	 MARKQ 4
 
C 	 . MARKQ 
LET NQ = 0 MARKQ 6
 
I'F ORBQ(IORB) IS EMPTY, RETURN "KA-RK .. 7-

DO TO 5, FOR ALL PAYLO IN ORBQ(IORB) MARKQ 8
 
IF LQTIM(PAYLD) GT 3000., RETURN MARKQ 9
 
LET NQ = NQ + I MARKQ 10
 
'­...LET' ILOAD(NQ) = PAYLD 	 MAPKQ -- 1 
IF NQ EQ IL, RETURN MARKQ L2
 




END 	 MARKQ QI-5





...... 	 . -MC MOD".. .... STATISTICS FOR MODULES MCMOD0
 
DO TO 	5, FOR I=()(HMITAB) MGMOD 6
 
IF MCNT(I) + $121(I) EQO GO TO I 	 MCMOD 7
 
LET S121(I) = S21(I) + MD6 NTI) 	 MCMOD 
IF X12i ( I -LT 'HDONr(I) , LET' i(D ucT ...	 -- 9l---- (I) 	 MCMOO 

IF N121(I) GT MOCNT(I), LET N121(I) = MDCNT(I) 	 MOMOD 10
 
IF TRIG NE TRIGS, GO TO i 	 MCMOD ti
 
IF TRIG EQ 1, GO TO i 	 MCMOD 12
 
..
IF N12l(I) EQ X12i(I), LET N121(I = 0 	 .. MMOD--------.3 . -




IF Ni25(I) GT NOWAR(I). LET N125(1) =cNOWAR(I)





IF TRIG EQ 1 GO TO 2 	 MCONO ±9
 
IF N125(I) E Xt25(I), LET N125(I) = 0 	 MCMOD 21 
2 	IF NOFAL(I) + S129(1) EQ 2 GO TO 5 ICMOO 21 
LET S129(I) = s129(1) V-NOAL(I) Tjwon - 2.. . . 
IF X129(I) LT NOFAL(I) , LET X129(I) = NOFAL(I) 	 MOHOD 23 
IF N129(I) GT NOFAL(ID, LET N±29(i) NOFAL(I) 	 MCNOD 24
 
IF TRIG NE TRIGS, GO TO 5 MCMOO 25
 
IF TRIG EQ 1, GO TO 5 MCMOD 26
 
IF Ni2g(I) EQ X129(I), LET Ni29(I) = 3 MCMOD 27
 





. .CRol 3 . .
 




G STATISTICS FOR SATELLITES. MCSAT 4
 
C..SAT 5-­00 TO 3, FOR I=(±)(SYORB) 	 MCSAT 6
 
IF MO(I) IS EMPTY, GO TO 3 	 MCSAT 7
L.ET $227(I) = $227(I) + SATLF(I) MOSAT 8 
IF-X227(I) LT SATLF(I) , LET'X227(IY = SATLF(I) M S .. . 
IF N227(I) GT SATLF(I), LET N227(I) SATLF(I) MCSAT 10
LET A = LFSAT(I) NCSAT i
 
LET SUMSL(T) = SUMSL(I) + A MCSAT ±2
 
IF MAXSL(I) LT A, LET-MAXSL(I) = A MCSAT"- 13.
 
IF MINSL(I) GT A, LET MINSL(I) = A MCSAT 14
00 TO 2, FOR ALL 4OOSY IN NOO(I) NCSAT 15
 
LET SUMNU(MOOSY) = SUMNU(MODSY) + NUM(MODSY) MCSAT 16
 
IF FAXNU(QODSY) LT"NUM(HOYOSY), LET MAXNU(MODSY) = NUM(HODSY- ......--CSAT- V-

IF MINNU(MOUSY) GT NUM(MOOSY), LET MINNU(MOOSY) = NUM(MOOSY) NCSAT 18 
LET SUMLF(MOnSY) = SUMLF(MODSY) + LOAOF(MOOSY) 	 MCSAT ig
IF MAXLF(MOOSY) LT LOADF(MOOSY)I LET AXLF(MODSY) = LOAOF(MODSY) MCSAT 20
21
 
2 LOOP MCSAT 22
 
IF MINLF(MOOSY) GT LOADF(MOESYf'l"LET MINLTCNOlSY) = LOAOF(MODSY -HICSAT z-
LET A = HALST(I)-BEGST(I) 	 MCSAT 23,

IF A EQ 0., GO TO 3 	 MCSAT 24 
LET P = 'ffO. SOTSTM)7A.. 	 MCSAT 25------
LET PERST(I) = PERST(I) + P 	 MCSAT 26
 
IF N216(I) GT P, LET N216(I) = P 	 MCSAT 27 






SU3ROUTINE MCVEH 	 MCVEH - 2
C 
_MGVTER -3 
O STATISTICS FOR VEHICLES MCVEH 4 
o 	 MCVEH 5
 
--- 110. Lj F.R £=(±).(NYEAR) MCVEH 6
LET SUM (T = SUM3 (-T-G-FY(f- ... 1CVER-...... 7

IF MAX39(I) LT TUGFY(I), LET MAX39(I) = TUGFY(I) MCVEH 8
 
IF MIN39(1) GT TUGFY(I),LET ?IN39(I) = TUGFY(I) "MCVEH 9
 
LET SUM86(I) = SU86(I) + SEPFY(I) MCVEH 10

LFTmwNs6(I 	 1(Cvefr itGT SEP-FTtTh-crr'f(ccxwrS'EPFY(V





~t~ 9P GY ORHYJQ JLYThftN(I) = SUTFYCI) R1~t
 
IF MAX90(I) LT SUTFY(I), LET MAX9(I) = SUTFY(I) MCVEH i5
 
± LO P MCVEH - 16'.
 
LET IT= 0 MCVEH VT
 
LET IT = IT + TUGFY(I), FOR I=(i)(NYEAR) MCVEH 18
 
IF.PITFLT LT IT, LET MTFLT = IT MCVEH 19
 
IF NTF-LT Gi IT, L T NIFLT = IT 1KCVEH 20
 
LET ITFLT = ITFLT + IT MCVEH 21
 
LET IT = 0 MCVEH 22
 
LET IT = IT + SUTFY(I), FOR I=(i) (NYEAR) MOVEH 23
 
LET IFSUT = IFSUT + IT " VEH" 24
 
IF MFSUT LT IT, LET MFSUT = IT MCVEH 25
 
IF NFSUT GT IT, LET NFSUT = IT MCVEH 26
 
LET IT = 0 MCVEH 27
 
LET "IT IT + SEPFY(I), FOR I=(i)(NYEAR} 7IGVEH 28
 
LET IFSEP = IFSEP + IT MCVEH 29
 
IF-MFSEP LT IT, LET NFSEP = IT MCVEH 30
 
IF NFSEP GT IT, LET NFSEP IT MCVEH 31
 
DO TO2,-F-Ok I= () (3) MCVEH 32-

LET TCVA(l) = TOVA(I) +- CVA(I) MCVEH 33
 
IF CVA(I) GT XCVA(I), LET XCVA(I) = OVA(I) MOVEH 36
 
IF OVA(I) LT MCVA(I), LET MCVA(I) OVA(I) MCVEH. 35
 






SUBROUTINE MCSYSC . MOSYS .. MGSyS- -..­ 2
3' . . . . .
 .. 





DIMENSION SX2(80) MCSYS 6
 
WRITE ON 6,TRIG - MCSYS r. .
 
FORMAT(* DIST- IBUTION POINT FOR CYCLE*,I5) MCSYS 8
 
DO TO 4, FOR I=(±)(STST) MCSYS 9
 







00 TO 6, FOR J=(FSAT(I)) (LSAT(T)) MCSYS 12
 
LET A = A + LFSAT(J) MCSYS 13
 
6 LOOP MCSYS 14
 
IF TRIG-EQ 1-" LET SX'2 I) = 0.-.. . MCSYS -.. - .
 
LET SYLF(I) = SYLF(I) * A MCSYS 16
 
IF XSYLF(I) LT A, LET XSYLFAI) = A MCSYS 7
 
IF NSYLF(I) GT A, LET NSYLF(I) = A MCSYS ±8 
-

"LET-A-- HALSY(I) - BEGSY (I)-----. McSYS .9 -

IF A EQ 0., GO TO 4 MCSYS "20
 
LET P = iO0,o*SDTSY(I)/A MCSYS 21
 
LET PERSY(I) = PERSY(I) + P MCSYS 22

'
T-SxXf s xair- PSt .. .. .2. . 
LET SIGMA = 0v MCSYS 24
 
LET AN = TRIG MCSYS 25
 
IF TRIG NE i, LET SIGMA = SQRT(SX_2(I)-PERY(I)*N2/AN)/(AN-1.)) MCSYS 26
 
LET Q-- 'PIERSY(I)/A .... MCSYS.. 2..6
 
IF N200(I) GT P, LET N230(I) = P MCSYS 28
 
IF X200(I) LT P, LET X200(I) = P MCSYS 29
 




.FORMAT(f SYSTEr *, A6,* LIFE' ,M5.2.2 * DECAY' *,MSo2.279--AVAIL*. NG53TS-MCSY S













LET' IEVME = IEVME + I 

IF MSTAT(PMOD(NEWMEH) EQ UP, CALL SHIP(PSAT(NENME),PMOD(NEWME)) 









ENPOGENOUS EVENT NWSAT ­d 
C THIS ROUTINE WILL ATTEMPT TO SCHEDULE THE LAUNCHING OF A PAYLOAD 
C 









LET IEVNW = IEVNW + I 

LET IS = 'PSAT(NW !AT) 
DESTROY NWSAT 





LET T = TGOSY (ITSYS(IS)) -.... 

IF T EQ 0, GO TO I 





' DrDELAY ASfl 

IF SSTAT(IS) EQ UP, LET DELAY : WSATU 

IF DELAY GT TIMES - TIME, LET DELAY = TIMES - TIME 

_IFDELAL TlAy LET -ELAY 0.
O = 

LET DTIME(IS)-' TrI4E+-ThELAY 

C 
CSCHEDULE MANDATORY LAUNCH -0NWSAT 

I-F SORTE(ITSAT*(IS)) NE_ 0., RtYUR; 
CREATE LAUNC CALLED J. 

LET LQEV(J) = IQ . ' 

J 




-5A02JTINE PASER .. . .. 
o PHASING ALGORITHM ".C ' 

'TERMINE SATELLITEOR RETRIEVED PAYLOAD' IN QUEUE
C LET KSAT R0 
DO TO 5, FOR J=(1)(NQ)





























NWSAT 2 ......... ..














































































SORT INTO ORDER OF PHASE ANGLE 

.6 00 TO 9, FOR K:(i)'(NQ-i)
Do To ±i, FOR J:(K~i)(NQ) 

IF ANGLE(ILOAD(K)) LE AN6LE(ILOAD(JH), GO TO i1 

LET L = ILOAD(K) 

LET ILOAO(K) = ILOAD(J) 












C 	 OR FLIGHT HAS ONLY MOUULES 

LET CX = 3 

LET JSAT = NQ 

DO TO 	12, FOR J=(2)(NQ)

IF ANGLE(ILOAO(J)-ANGLE( ILOAO(J-±)) LT CX, GO TO 12 

LET CX = ANGLE(ILOAD(J)) - ANGLE(ILOAD(J-i)) 

'LET JSAT * J 

12 LOOP 
 GT CX, LET JSAT = i
IF 36C.-ANGLE(ILOAD(NQ))+ANGLE(ILOAn(i))

IF JSAT EQ 1, GO TO ia 

13 LET ANGLE(TLOAD(J)) = ANGLE(ILOAO(J}Y - 360., FOR J=(JSATYtNQ)-

GO TO 	6 










00 TO 	25, FOR J=(I)(NQ) 

EQ O, 	GO TO 28
IF MOD(ILOAO(J))+IRT(ILOAO(J))

25 LOO'P .A-E 

GO TO 	50 

28 IF 	ABS(ANGLE(ILOAD(J))-ANGLE(ILOAO(I))) LT 1., GO TO 50 

C 	 RMRER DELIVIRY SEQUEKC 

IF NQ GT 2, GO TO 21 

LET L 	= ILOAO(2)
LET ILdAO(2) ILD( .................. ....................... 
LET ILOAO(i) = L 
GO TO 	50 

1.LET 	IJ = J-
0T......-O-- 29-,-r( 	 9l Y.AS 
IF ABS(ANGLE(ILOAQ(K))-ANGLE(ILOAD(K+i))) GT I., GO TO 30 





"30 IF-'ANGLE'(ILOADW(J))-ANGLE(ILOAD('i)Y GI 





C 	 FIND END OF POSITION
O .. .
 
23 00 TO 26 FOR K=(i)(J/2)

LET L = ILOAD(J-K+i) 



















































































































22 TjOEa 0 NQ, GO TO 23
 
c 




LET IJ = (NQ--J4i)/2
00 TO 27, FOR K=(J)(J+IJ-) 





























IF I'M EQ 0", GO TO i 

IF TIME + DELTA GT LIMIT, GO TO 2 

IF EXPOD NE 100 Go TO I 

LET .= ,.i 

RETURN LTh=~ ­
i LET IQ = 0 

IF ILL NE 0, RETURN 

C.REA-E PAYLO CALLED IX 

LET ISAT(IX) = IS 
LET IMOO(IX) = IM 
IF IM NE O, GO TO 5
LET SAI(IS)-_EXM.O 
IF EXMOO EQ 100, LET PAYWTC-IX)--'E4IWT(ITSAT(IS)')-.. ----
IF EXMOD NE 100, LET PAYWT(IX)=SWT(ITSAT(IS))

GO TO 10 

5 _LET PAYWT(IX)=MOOWT(NOMODIM)) 

10 LET ANG'LE'(-X)=PHASE(IS) .PAYLQ

LET IRT(IX) = RTFLG 

LET GOTIM(IX) = 0. 
IF IN NE OLLET PAYLN(IX) s0 

... - "rQ--fU-ET-'-YV-TIX) SVO- .. 
CALL REDUN(IS,I)

IF DELTA LT 0., LET DELTA = 0. 

LET LQTIM(IX) = TIME + DELTA + PRIOR(ITSAT(IS))

LET IQ = IX 

LET MLEV(IX) 0 

IF ORBQ(IORB) IS EMPTY GO TO 15 

IF LQTIM(LORBQ(IORB)) GT LQTIM(IX), GO TO 15
LE.... SORBQ'('OR3Q (I ORBTf- - ... 
LET PORBQ(IX) LORBQ(IORB)

LET SORBQ(IX) = 0 
















































































































C DETECT AND COUNT SORTIES AND MODULES IN LOADING QUEUE 	 PROP 5
 
C PROP 6 
LET KX = 0 PROP.. -........ 
LET NMO 0 PROP 8 
DO TO 10, FOR J=(t)(NQ) PROP 9
 
IF SORTE(ITSAT(ISAT(ILOAD(J)))) NE 0, LET KX = J PROP ±0
 
IF IMOO(ILOAO(J)) NE 0, LET N11 = NHD + I PROP- 11
 
10 LOOP PROP 12
 
IF KX GT i, GO TO 70 PROP 13
 
IF KX EO 1, GO TO 93 PROP i4 
C PROP 15 .. 
C VOLUME(LENGTH) CONSTRAINT IS CHECKED PROP 16 
C PROP 17 
LET PALEN = QAYLV(RQSUT(IOkB)) PROP 18 
IF RQUP(1OR6) NE 0, LET PALEN = PAYLV(RQUP(IORB)) PROP 19 
LET SU =(NMD+NINSU-i)/NINSU PROP 20 
LET PAY = SU*LENSU PROP 21
 
O0 TO 20. FOR L=(i) (NQ) PROP 22
 
IF IMOO(ILOAD(L))}-IRT(ILOAD(L)) EQ 0, PROP 23..
 
LET PAY = PAY + SVOL(ITSAT(ISAT(ILOAD(L)))) PROP 24 
C##4v CHECK DOWN LENGTH PROP 25 
20 LOOP PROP 26 
IF PAY GT PALEN, GO TO 7C PROP 27" 
C PROP 28 




LET XX = PALEN - PAY PROP 3..
 





c PAYLOAD COMBINATION IS REUECTEO - PERFORMANCE, LENGTH OR SORTIES PRup 35. 
C 	 PROP 36 




C 	 -PROP 39
 
C SINGLE SORTIE OPTION PROP 40 
c PROP 41 
90 	 LET W(IORtB) = -5O. PROP 42
 
LET'NLIIORB) = ± PROP------ -3.-

LET GOTIM(ILOAD(i))= b./3640. 	 PROP 44
 
LET ORBTM(IORB) = SORTE(ITSAT(ISAT(ILOAD()))) PROP 45
 
LET ANMD(IORB) = 0 PROP 46
 




END 	 PROP 49
 
SUBROUTINE PROP2(MARKP.,PAY).. 	 PROP2 2L; ..... . . . .	 , PRO P Z . . - -- - . ... . ... 
C COMPUTE PROPELLANT REQUIRED TO DELIVER NQ ITEMS IN CLOAD ARRAY PROP2 4 
c PROP2 5 
c PROP2 6 
"-	 OItHNSION PLEG(20),OVLEG(20),THETA(20),A(20) PROP2... .7.------------...... 
DIMENSION BOIL(20) PROP2 8 
8 ,ET VEHICLE: DATA
 
IF ,E'P-IOR-B) EO 6-, GO TO i ......--.---
LET I = ,QSEP(IOR3)
LET FS = WOV(i) + REFTV(I) 
LET FD = WDV(I) -' L T DdMM : 0 .... .... .... 
LETfUthY='0LET UK = RQUP(IORB) 
IF UK EQ 0, LET JK = I1VLET DAYS = DAYSV(JK)-........- T~~r O~-~-
c 



















LET OV = ORSDV(IORS)
LET RA = ORBRA(IORB) 
LET VCO = 25936. 
-­
..T---= BPIOR .... .FUP2 
LET WRET = 0. 
LET WOEP = C. 
-LET.flJV ='o 
Do i 5, FOR J=(iHNQi ... 
CALL QUAD(ANGLE(ILOAD(J)))
IF IMOD(ILOAO(J)) EQ O, LET WDEP = 
.... 2IIMOL A(JUl) NE § LET WSERV 
IF IRTILAJ) EQ D, G CTO-0--
Lu WDEP = WDEP - PAYWT(ILOAD(J))
LET WRET = WRET + PAYWT(ILOAD(J)) 
L_- --5-LOO--P ............ ..-...-
WDEP + PAYWT(ILOAD(J)) 


































COMPUTE PERFORMANCE - UP/DOWN PAYLOADS 
LET WSEPV = WSERV 4- WTSU* SU 
LET -wULFY ibEi-WCPw-~v-LET WSPL = WRET + WSERV 
IF PSERV EQ 1, LET WSPL = WRET
IF PSERV ER 2--LET WSPL = WRET + WTSU SU
-TF -R-aOPT---- "-eT-0 3--G-T--T0-r 
LET WBOIL = WPNUV(JK)
LET NS = NSTAG(JK)
IF NS EQ 0, LET S = 
_
"-Do TO O rNK-( S----ROP2 
LET JX = JK + NK - I 
IF EXVEH EQ 01 LET EXVEH = EXPV(JX)
LET XVEH = EXVEH 
S-C- ZALL"TflRTTNK'SPV--W W-ITfXToJNOV'TJxT-O-TN"TIvx-rTxV"E-XH,SOLID(JX), WCONV(RQSUT(i0R3)) ,TKIN)
+0 LOOP 
IF NS GT i, CALL TWQBR(OV7 - DVi Of)D __ _ 
..6-LT NLEG -
_ -. ...... .. 
LET PLEG(1) = WUPL 
LET OVLEG(1) = OV 
LET BOIL(±) = W30IL6%. 
LET MARKP = 0 .... . . ... . . ....IF NQ EO 1, GO TO lUOU 
LET GDAN = DAYS - .5 































































LET PANGL(J) ANGLE(1LOAO(J)) - ANGLE(ILOAQ(J-i)f, PROP2 68 
FOR"J=(2) (IO) . PROP2 -69.. . 
PROP2 70
LET TO = 3. 
LET TO = TO + A3S(PANGL(J)), FOR J=(2)(NO) PROP2 7i 
DO-TO 601 FOR MFLT,= (2.)(NQ PROP2 72
 PROPz'lET X =-WSERV PROP2 74
LET NFF = FLT 
 PROP2 75
00 TO 54, FOR J=(i)(NFF-i) 

IF IRT(ILOAD(J)) NE 01_ LET X = X + PAYWT(ILOAD(J)) PROP2 76 
PROP2 77
54 LOOP PROP2 78
00 TO 55, FOR J=(NFF)(Na)

IF IMOO(ILOAD(J)) EQ 0,-LET X = X + PAYWT(ILOAD(J)) PROP2 79
 
55 LOQ.P PROP2 80
 
... .... -OP----------.. . .....
 




LET FLTIM(NFF),= U. 

IF PrANGC(NF ) EQ 0., GO' TO '60 PROP2 85 .. .. ..... ."
 
IF ABS(PANGL(NFF)) LT i. GO TO 60 PROPZ 86
 
LET IETA = ABS(OANGL(NFFl)/TO*SDAY*24./Pi + .2 PROP2 87
 
I PROP2 88
IF IETA LE 0, LET IETA = 

PROPZ-- 89-LET ETA = IETA 
 PROP2 90
LET MARKP = I 

LET PO = Pi*{I,-PANGL(NFF)/(360.*ETA)) PROP2 91 
LET TO = TO - ASS(PANGL(NFF)) PROP2 92 
LET FLTIH(NFF) = PO*ETA/(24.*30.*i ."}... PROP2 93". . .. 
LET GDAY = GDAY - PO/24.,ETA PROP2 94 PROP2 95 a'IF GDAY LT -. 5, GO TO 70 

IF PO LT .3535Pi, GO TO 70 PROP2 96 '
 
- 97LET'RP = RA*(2.*tPO/Pi)F*(2./3°)-i.) -......PRfOP2-7.. 
LET VCP VCO * SQRT(RO/RP) PROP2 98
 
LET DVO = 2.4VCP*(SQRT(I./(RA/RP))-SQRT(2./((RA/RP)*(i.+RA/RP))- PROP2, 99
 
LET OVO = ABS(OO) PROP2 00
 
LET NLEG INLEG + ± ...... PROP101 
LET PLEG(NLEG) = X PROP2 202
 
LET DVLEG(NLEG) =. OVO PROP2 103 
PROP2 104
 
LET THETANLEG-I)"PANGL(NFF-- GPROP2 I,'-- -"-
LET BOIL(NLEGJ = WBOIL*PO*ETA 
PROP2 106 "
 60 LOOP PROP2 107
 
LET PLEG(NLEG) = WSPL . " 0S
 i000 
LET NLEG = NLEG +-± 
 PROPZ 108 - " 
.PRO P2 ­
-...-- ..
LE 1T V E G-NLE G) 'DV .. .. . 
PROP2 i1o
LET BOIL(NLEG) = WBOIL*6, 

IF RQSEP(IORB) NE 0, GO TO 64 PROP2 11i
 
PROP2 112
63 IF EXVEH EQ 0, GO TO 670 

ICF WRET-'NE 0.,- GO" TO 7 0 ..................... .. . . . .... PROP2 - -tfl--- -

PROP2 114
LET NLEG = NLEG -'± 

670 LET DUMMY = 0 PROP- iS t ',-C PROP2 i,
 
-C OTAIN PROPELEANT REQUIREMENTS' FOR 'TUG' TYPEVEHICLES . PROP2- £1:7 PROP2 ±18'C 
PROP2 ±19
 
CALL CONEC(NS,JK,JKO)' PROP2 120
LET JKO = 0 

CALI PIZbR'(1VEG PE E'; OIE, LEG; ',7H PROPZ ...... - -- , 
IF WP LT 0.1 GO To 65 PROP2 122
 
. .fLE-.~~ FER-*+ FLTIM(J-1),I FOR J=(2)~(NQ
LET FLY = FLTIM(NQ) + 6./i64G. PROP2 125,
GO" To 6c ..... PROP2 26 . _" _PROP2 
 127
 
SEPS PERFORMANCE COMPUTATIONS 
 PROP2 128
 
6+ IF ISEPS EQ 0, 30 TO 
-G 
IF EXVEH NE 0, GO TO 70 CALL SEPS'(NLEG-2,P1,VCO,THETA(1),PLEG(2))
L.ET P.L.EG(N LEG) = SWDN.(ISEPS) 
-. 
___ -PROP2LET JKO = ISEPS .. 
CALL CONEC(NSCHEM,ISEPS)
IF MSEP(ISEPS) EQ 1, LET NEXIT(ISEPS) = LEXIT(ISEPS)
LET._L-EX.1 T(_ISEPS) = NEX ITCISEPS)
CALL 
LET MSEP(ISEPS) = I 
LET NP = 10 
LET .WUSEP= -
































------ SEPS OPTIONS 
NEXiT VALUES I 
1 SEPS UP NEW AT MIN 
PROP2
---------- PROP2 
. ... ..... . PROP2
_  _ 











3 NO GOOD PROP2 151 
4 NO GOOD . PROP2 PROP2 152153 
5 OK - SEPS OOWN TO MEET TUG PROP2 155 
6.__6_._OK__-. T.HEY MEET 
7 NO GOOD 























. SE.PS_8 T.GHTDQfON -: _NOUP_PAYLO0_AD0S 
GO TO ( 2 0O, 2 10,±O,±a220,23ao,±±0235,250,2 
LET DUMMY = 0 
IF LEX I_TISEPSL.REO,0yQ T-0 250 ...... 
IF LSEP GT PAY, GO TO 70 
IF SCOOT EO 0, GO TO ?01 
IF NQ ST 1, GO TO 70 
LET WUSEP = FS 
GO TO 260 
LET WUSEP = F 
IF LEXIT(LSEPS) NE GO TO 25Q
IF LSEP GT PAY, GO TO 73 
GO TO 260 





































.G~O210GT 1, GO TO 70 

3D 	 LET DUMMY = 0 PROP2 182
 
GO TO..60 	 ....
 
35 	 LET fUMMY- 0 PROP2 184
 









"+0 LET DUMMY = 0 
 PROP2 189

GO TO 260 

'5q......ET DUMMY = . PROP2 190
 PROPZ -191LET NQ = -L 
PROP2 192
LET NMO = 0-

LET WDONSP= FD 
 PROP2 193
 PROP2 J94
LET WP = -10.

.-GO - CO. .
 .. .. . --.. .. - --... .-.. .. .. 	 PROf'2 - . -E 5... . . .. . . . . 
60 	 LET DUMMY =C PROP2 196
.
LET A(I) = 0., FO I=(i) (20) PROP2 197
 
CALL TPHAS(.ANLEG) - PROP2 198
 
.. .ET -tUP-- Ap}. ... .... . .. ... .. .. . . . .. .. UP r'- 9
 
LET TDOWN = A(NLEG) PROP2 200
 
LET TOOWN = TDOWN - TIME + AVSEP(ISEPS) - PAUT PROP2 201
 
IF TDOWN LT ,_t_L--T TOOWN = o. PROP2 202
 
LEt-F TrfT'-"= Tur-'-e --6g Eq ...........- ....-- '_----.. . ..
 
LET M = 2 
 PROP2 204
 
DO TO 66, FOR I=(2)(NQ) PROP2 205
 




LET FLTIM(I) = A(M) + FLTIM(1) PROP2 203
 
LET M = M + 1 PROP2 209 00 
.....IF XBSS'(WA G[C(1 ) -hITTh%O-FO-- ... 	 lP 20t 

.__LOOP PROP2 21g _ 
......ET L------ 0-, . -. . ... . . .. PR-OP2-----1r-

IF NQ GT 0, LET FLY = FLTIM(NQ) + 1./3640. PROP2 212
 
IF NQ LT go GO TO 65 PROP2 213
 
IF FLY + TDOWN GT TLIMS, GO TO 70 PROP2 214
 
-6T-E T Wf~ ~
-CIZ2 3 

IF NQ LT J, GO TO 67 PROP2 216
 
IF W(iOrS) LT 0., RETURN PROP2 217
 
j 	 LET DUMMY 0 PROP2 218
" ....... .. .. 	 "PRfOP -"-Z-19
 




LET NL(IORB) = NQ PROP2 222
 
LEST 'G'or(fI-OO TJ) ) FT JTJ) , FOR J-(f YIN7T) . ... . . .PROP2 -- 23
 
LET ORBTM(IORB) FLY PROP2 224
 
LET ANMD(IORS) = NMD PROP2 225
 
LET CITEM(ILOAO(J)) = ILOAO(J+I), FOR J=(l)(NO-i) PROP2 226
 











LET WONSP = 0 
 PROP2 234
 
70 LET v(IORS) = -10. PROP2 232
 
PROP2 233








X0QDJF WUPL or WCONS, GO TO 70 

IF WSPL GT WCONS, GO TO 70 

LET NL(IOR) : Q 

LET W(IORB) = iOO.*(I.-WUPL/WCONS)
LET GOTIM(ILOAO(J)) = 6./8640. FOR J=(1) (NQ) 

LET ANMD(IORB) SU 

LET ORBTM(IOR3) = 24./8640. 

LET CITEM(ILOAD(J)) = ILOAO(J+I), FOR J=(i)(NQ-i) 





110 LET X= 0 









C REMOVES EARLIER DUPLICATE PAYLOAD FROM LOADING QUEUE 





LET IORB = OR3IT(ITSAT(IS))

LET ILL = 0 
IF SORTE(ITSAT(IS)) NE 0., RETURN 

IF RT FLG EQ O , GO TO f .
 
IF NPOS(IS) GT it RETURN 





C LOGIC FOR SATELLITE ENTERING QUEUE AND "FLUSHING ALL MODULES FROM 





IF IM NE 0, GO TO 8 

-Olf0O TO 5, FOR ALL PAYLD !N OhBQ(IOB) -
IF ISAT(PAYLD) NE IS, GO TO 5 
IF IRT(PAYLO) NE 0, GO TO 5 

















C O 	 ENTERING_.QEUE_- SATELLITE ALREADY IN QUEUELQJC__FPR MODULES 





8 00 TO 9, FOR ALL PAYLO IN ORBQ(IORB) 

IF ISAT(PAYLO) NE IS, GO TO 9 

It IHtOtCPA7CODJO 0' G T0 7 

IF IMOD(PAYLO) NE Iflu GO TO 9 
CALL ORUPQ(PAYLlIOR )






























































































































































































































B MODULES WAIT ONE WEEK-BEFORE ENTERING LOADING QUEUE 
LET IEVO4 = .VQW + I 
LET IS = PSAT(aWAIT) 
LET IM = PMOO(QWAIT) 
LET DELAY = TIMEA(QWAIT) 
DESTROY QWAIT
IF TIME + DELAY GT TGO(IS), RETURN 
CALL REOIN(IS,IM)
IF DELTA GT 0., CALL PAYLQ(ISIMILL) 
IF DELTA GT 0., RETURN 
CALL SH1P(ISIN) 
IF IQ EQ ORETURN 
CREATE LAUNC CALLED K 
LET LQEV(K) = I2 
LET MLEV(IQ :K .. 
CAUSE LAUNC CALLED K AT TIME + DELAY 
RETURN 
END 
S-UROUTINE QUAD(A) .... 
5 IF A GT 0., GO TO 10 
LET A = A + 360. 















































i0 IF A LT 360., RETURN 
LET A = A - 360. 















"SUBROUTINE REOUN(ISIM) . 
LET DELTA = C 
IF IM EQ 0, RETURN 
IF MSTAT(IM) EQ 3, LET EDO(IM) = I 
FIND REDUNDANT SUBSYSTEM 
,p TO 5, FOR ALL MOOSY IN MOD(TS) 
LET IX = NRU(MOdSY) . 
IF IX EQ 0, GO TO 4 
IF IX EO 100, GO TO 4 
IF IX EQ i, GO TO 3 
LtT Is if0 
LET IY = 0 
LET IK = MODSY 
DETERMINE IF SU3SYSTEM 'CONTAINS-THIS-ELEENT 
DO TO i, FOK I=(1)(IX) 
" 
-








































IF IM EQ IK, LET IY = I 
T EDOCIKY E- LET i3' 
LET IN = IK 
LET IK = SHOD(IK) 
i LOOP 
IF-IY NE 0,-G0 TO 6.... 
LET MOOSY = IN 
GO TO 5 
SINGLE FREEBIE FOUND 
nT + I 












































6 LET I = IX - NRU(SMOD(MOOSY)) - 18 

LET A 	= Ig.
IF IB 	GE 0.,-LET DELTA = 3000. + A*iO00O. 

LET. IA = 0 

IF IX GT 2, LET IA= NRU(S.OD(SMOO(MOOSY)))

IF IA EQ 0, RETURN 

IF IB 	LT 0, RETURN 










C 	 THIS ROUTINE TAKES CARE OF REFURB OF MODULES 

LET IEVMO =, IEVNO + I 

LET IN = P-IOD (REFMO) 


























ENOOGENOUS EVENT REFVE 
THI 

v 	 tHIS ROUTINE TAKES CARES OF REFURB OF VEHICLES 
LET 
LET IEVVE = IEVVE,+ i 

IF TRIG NE O, GO TO 2 

LET TE = TIME .REFVE 
LET I 	= DPART (TE)

LET J 	= HPART (TE) + i 

LET K 	= -MPART (TE) + ± 
MRT-I'TE 	ON 6,I,J,K,'VAMEU(FEFVE) ,PMOD'{REFVE;) 
FORMAT(*0 *,IS,*,*,I2,*,*,IS63,A6,13,Si,*AVAILABLE ) 

2 LET IC = 0 

IF VNAME(REFVE) EQ SEPS, GO TO 6 

I'F' NM_E'(RFEVEQ' SHUT, GO TO" 5 



















































































































UPPER 	STAGE COMPLETES REFURBISHMENT
C 
 00 TO 	I, FOR I=(I)HNTUG) 





LET VTUG(PMOD(REFVE)) = 

IF IG NE 0, GO TO 15 









5 LET IC = IC + VSHUT(I), FOR I=(i)(NSHUT)

LET VSHUT(PMOO(REFVE)) = 1 

IF IC NE o, GO TO 15 

GO TO 	i 
o 





6 LET IC = IC + VSEPS(I) , FOR I=(i) (NSEPS)

LET VSEPS(PMOO(EFVE)) = I 

LET AVSEF(PMOO(EFVE)) = TIME 

IF IC NE 0, Go To i5 









8 LET J = PSAT(REFVE) 

LET 10 = IC + VPAO(I), FOR I=(NPAOI(J))(NPAO2(J))

LET VPAO(PHOO(REFVE)) = I 




C 	 FORCE ANY FLIGHT FOUND LEFT IN THE LOAOING QUEUE,OUE TO LACK OF 

O 
10 DO TO 1±, FOR I=(i) (NORBS)
LET IOR8 =I -
IF ORBQ(IORB) IS EMPTY, GO TO It 
IF VNAME(REFVE) NE SEPS, GO TO 12 
IF RQSEP(IORB) EQ 0, GO TO 12 
LET EXORB(IORI) = 0 . 
LET W(IORB) = -10 

LET NL(IORB) = 

12 	 LET DUMMY = 0 
IF W(IOR3) GE fl., GO TO 11 
CALL GETV(IGO)




















































































































































































































































ENOOGENOUS EVENT RETRI 
C 
C SCHEDULE THE RETRIEVAL OF A SATELLITE 3Y 























ENTEKING IT INTO 

C SATELLITE VOLUNTARILY GOES ")OWN AT TERMINATION TIME 
C 
LET IEVON = IEVmN t I 
LET IS = PSpT(SATON) 
DESTROY SATON 
LET MARKS(IS) = C 
IF SSTAT(TS) EQ OUT, iETURN 













SUBROUTINE SAVE.(T2 IS) 





IF IPOL LT 2, RETURN 

IF iPOL Gf 4, RETURN 





c SCHEDULE SATELLITE RETRIEVAL (RETRI) 4T TERMINATION TIME *-
o 
IF NARKO(IS) E0 0, GO TO i 

CANCEL RETRI CALLED MARKO(IS) 

DESTROY RNTl CALLED HARKO(IS)

LET MARKO(IS) = 0 

i LET T =' T2 WAIT2 

IF T LT TIME, GO TO 1O 

IF T GT TGOSY(JSY), GO TO ±O 

IF T GT TIMES- WSATN, GO TO 10 

CR EATE RETRI 

LET PSAT(RETRI) = IS 

CAUSE RETRI AT T 





























































































































































































































iF HARKU (IS) EQ S,9 GO Tfl *2 
CANCEL NWSAT CALLED MARKU(IS) 

DESTROY NWSAT CALLED MARKU(IS) 

LET MARKU(IS) = 0 

2 LET T = T2 

IF T GT TSOSY(JSY), GO TO 20 

IF T LT TIME, GO TO 20 





LET PSAT(NWSAT) = IS 















IF IS GT 0, LET IORB = ORdIT(ITSAT(IS)) 

LET IFLAG = 0 

IF (QSEP(IORB) 'IE 0, LET IFLAG = i 

LET EXVEH = EXO"e3(IOR3) 









1 CALL PAYLQ(IS,I1,ILL) 





IF I50 NE 0, GO TO Jti 









IF NO LT 0, GO TO 1, 

LET EXORB(IOR}3) = cXVEH 





C LAJNCH PAYLOADS FROM QUEUE - SLOAD 
C 

10 IF 	NL(IORB) EQ O, GO TO 30 

IF IGO NE 0, GO TO 80 

IF ISEPS EQ 0, GO TO 12 

IF NQ LT 0, GO TO 12 

LET NO = NL(IOR3) 

LET ILOAD(i) = PQUE(IOR3) 

LET ILOAD(J+i) = CITEN(ILOAO(J)),FOR J=(±)(NQ-i) 





IF W(IOR3) LT 0 GO TO 11 

IF MARKP NE 0, GO TO 12 

IF NEXIT(ISEPS) EQ 2, GO TO ii 

IF NEXIT(ISEPS) NE 6, GO TO 12 

ii 	 LET DUMMY 0 

LET ISEPS = 0 

LET IFLAG =-0 




















































































































CALL ISVEH(WGH,AuHDN) SHIP 47
 
LET W(IORB) = 0 SHIP- 48
 
: 0 SHIP 49
LET NL(IORB) 
LET EXVEH = EXO.B(IOR) SHIP 50
 
IF RQSEP(IORS) EQ O,;REfURN SHIP 51
 
LET EXORB(IOR3) = 0 SHIP 52
 
LET EXVEH = 0 SHIP 53
 
LET IFLAG = i SHIP 54
 
GO TO 5 SHIP 55
 
C SHIP 56 
C HEAVY PAYLOAD I LOADING QUEUE SHIP 57 
C SHIP 58 
31 LET J = FOR8Q(IOR-3) SHIP 59 
IF W(IORB) EQ 0., RETURN SHIP 60 
LET NX = ISAT(J) SHIP 6t 
LET NM = IMOO(J) SHIP 62
 
IF EXVEH EQ 0, GO TO bO SHIP 63
 
C SHIP 64 
C PAYLOAD EXTREMELY HEAVY - LIMiT TC I MONTE CARLO CYCLE SHIP 65 
C SHIP 66 
32 CALL STA1US(NX,NH,7) SHIP 67 
CACL DROPO(J,IORB) "" SHIP.. 68 
LET EXVEH = 0 SHIP 69 
LET EXOR3(IOR3) = 0 SHIP 70 
IF 	QUIT EQ 0, LET TRIGS = I SHIP 71
 
C 	 SHIP 72
 




30 IF ORBQ(IORB) IS EMPTY, RETURN SHIP 75
 
GALL GETV(IGO) SHIP 76'
 
77
IF 	IGO EQ 0 GO TO 21 SHIP 8  
IF 	RQSEP(10) EQ 0, GO TO 21 
 SHIP 79
 
IF 	IFLAG EQ 0, GO 10 20 

IF 	LQTIM(FORfQIORB) GT 1000., RETURN -"SHIP - al 
iF IGO NU 3, RETURN SHIP 81
 
LET IGO '= C SHIP 82
 
LET ISEPS = 0 SHIP 83'
 
20 LET DUMMY = 0 	 ' 'SHIP' 84'"
 
21 LET I = i- SHIP 85
 
LET NL(IORB) = 0 SHIP 86
 
34 LET-W(IOR ) = 0 I SHIP 87
 
DO 	TO 4C, FOR ALL PAYLO IN ORYQ(1O0) SHIP 6.8V..
 
IF 	LQTIM(PAYLO) LT 3000., GO TO 35 SHiP 89
 
IF 	LQTIH(FORBQ(IORB)) GT 1000., RETURN SHIP 90
 
35 	LET NQ = I SHIP 
LET ILOAD(NQ) = P AYLD * SHIP 9-.-----------­
91
 
CALL PROF(ARKP) SHIP 93
 
IF 	NQ LT .) GO TO 10 SHIP 94
 
LET EXORE(IORB) = EXVEH 	 SHIP 95
 
I 	 W GO TO SHIP 96...... .. . .N(IORB) LT 0,, .0 

LET I = I + I 	 SHIP 97
 
IF 	I GT IL, GO TO ig SHIP 98
 
40 LOOP SHIP' 99
 
.IF LQTI'M(FOR8Q(IORB)) 10o.r"GO TO iLT .... SHIP
' .. IO
 
IF IS GT 2, RETUIRM SHIP li"
 
RETURN SHIP 
50 IF NL(IORB) NE 0, GO TO 10 SHIP 
GO TO 31 SHIP 
C SHIP 
C UPGRADE VEHICLE TO EXPENp MODE SHIP 
C SHIP 
60 IF IFLAG NE 0, GO TO 70 SHIP 
LET EXVEH = I SHIP 
LET EXORB(IOR) = ± SHIP, 
LET NL(IO.kB) = 2 SHIP 
CALL STATUS(NXNN,tO) SHIP 
'GO TO 21 SHIP 

70 IF NOTUG',JE 0, 30 TO 32 SHIP 

LET ISEPS = 0 SHIP 

IF IGO EQ 3, LET IGO = SHIP 
LET NL(IORB) = 0 SHIP' 
LET IFLAG = 0 SHIP 
GO TO 21 SHIP 
80 'IF IGO NE 3, RETURN SHIP 
LET NO = NL(IOR'3) SHIP 
IF NQ LT J, GO TO 83 SHIP 
LET ILOAD(i) = PQUE(IOD3) SHIP 
LETILOAO(J-i) = CIfEA(ILOAO(J)), FOR J = (1) (NO-i) SHIP 
CALL PROF(MARKP) SHIP 
I-F MARKF NE 0, ;G TO 85 SHIP 
IF NEXIT(ISEPS) NE 6, GO TO 85 SHIP 
LET 'ISEPS = 0 SHIP 
LET IGO 0 SHIP 
LET IFLAG = 0 SHIP 
GO TO 21 SHIP 
85 LET DUMMY - 0 SHIP 
IF NOTUG NE , 9ETURN SHIP 
IF-IS GT.0, RETURN SHIP 
IF LQTiM(F3RB(IOR3)) GT LOUD., RETURN SHIP 
LET EGO = 0 SHIP 
LET ISEPS = 0 SHIP 
LET IFLAG = 0 SHIP 
GO TO 21 SHIP 
END. SHIP 








DESTROY START START 

IF TRIG ED 0, WRITE ON 6 START 

FORMAT(*i*,S27,*CHRONOLOGICAL -IKE HISTORYOF'BASE CYtGLE'/S5,TIME START 

SYSTEM STATUS SATELLITE STATUS MODULE STATUS START 

VEHICLE t STATUS*) START 

IF TRIG EQ 0, WRITE ON 6, TIME START 





C SET UP EVENTS FOP NEW SATELLITE LAUNCHES START 
C START 
DO'TO IG, FOR ALL NEW IN NEWS START 















































































































LET SSTAT(L) = flOWN, FOP =(FSAT(ITSYS(IS)))(LSAT(ITSYS(IS))) START 20 
IF SCOHDT(NEN) LT TIMEB, GO TO 10 START 21 
CREATE NWSAT START 22 
LET PSAT(NWSAT) = SCHSY(NEW) START 23 
LET orOD(NWSAT) = 0 START 24 
CAUSE NWSAT AT SCHOT(NEW) START 25 
iG LOOP START 26 
LET MSEP(i) = 0, FOR .=(±)(NSEPS) START 27 
LET NEXIT(I) = 0, FOR I=(i) (NSEPS) START 28 
DO TO 2, FOR I=(1) (SYOR3) START 29-
LET SATLF(I) = 0 START 30 
LET LFSAT(I) = 9 START 31 
LET BEGST(I) = 0 START 32 
LET TLAST(I) = 3 START 33 
LET SDTST(I) = 0 START 34 
LET NPOS(L) 0 START 35 
IF MOD() IS EMPTY, GO TO 2 START 36 
DO TO I, FOR ALL MODSY IN MOO(I) START 37 
LET MUM (MOUSY) = 0 START 38 
LET LOADF(MOOSY) = 0 START 39 
LET MSTAT(MOOSY) = L START 40 
1 LOOP START -4t 
2 LOOP START 42 
LET VSHUT(I) = i, FOR I=(I) (NSHUT) START 43 
LET VTUG(I) = I,. FOR 1=(I) (NTUG) START 4 
LET VPAO(I) = 1, FOR I=I() (NPA) START 45 
LET SUTFY(I) = 0, FOR I=(i) (NYEAR) START 46 
LET SEPFY(I) = 3, FOR I=(i) (NYEAR) START 47 
LET VSEPS(I) = t, FOR I=(i) (NSEPS3 START 48 
LET AVSEP(I) = 0., FOR I=(l) (NSEPS) START 49 
LET SWODIST) = 0, FOR 1=(I) (NSEPS) START 5f 
LET SLDN(I) = G, FOR I=() (NSEPS) START 51 
LET TUGFY(I) = 0, FOR I=(I) (NYEAR START 52 
LET CVA(I) = 0., POR I=(1) (3) START 53 
LET TGO() = 0., FO 1=(i) (SYOR3) START 54 
LET TGOSY(I) = 0., FO-t 1=(i) (STSTB) START 55 
LET BEGSY(I = 0., FOR I=(I)(STSTB) START 56 
LET TLASY(I) = 0., FOR I=(i)(STSTE) START 57 
LET SUTSY(I) = 0., FOR I=(i)(STST9) START 58 
IF MOOR NE MODS, LET EXMO0 = MODS START 59 
IF MOO EQ MOOS, LET MOOS EXMOD START 60 
LET MDCNT(I) = 0, FOR I=(i) (CHITA) "STlRT 61 
LET NOWAR(I) = 0, FOR I=(±) (MITAB) START 6? 
LET NOFtL(I) = J FOR I=(i)(MITAB) START 63 
IF LIMIT EQ 0.1 LET LIMIT = 20000. START 64 
LET EXOR3(I) = 3, FOP I=(I) (NOR3S) START 65 
C f 4 $ 4$ 4 4 START 66 
C REINITIALIZE NONOO ON ALL SATELLITES START 67
 
C CREATE NEWME EVENTS START 59
 
C " START 69 
C START 70
 




CREATE TERM START 73
 
















C IN = 0, SATELLITE 

C IN = +, REPLACEABLE MODULE 
c 
C iST = 1, AVAXLA9LE 

o IST = 2, UP 

C IST = 3, DOWN 

C IST =.4, LAUNCHED 
C IST = 5, ME UPGRADE 
C IST = 6, SATELLITE 
C ]ST = 7 PAYLOAD IS TOO HEAVY, NOT, FLOWN 
C IST = 8, WARNING ON MODULE .
 




LET 	JST = ITSAT(IS)

LET JSY = ITSYS(IS) 

IF IN NE 0, LET JMD = NOMOD(IM) 

LEf HALST(IS) = TIME 

LET 	HALSY(JSY) = TIME 
IF IST EQ 2, LET ISTAT = UP 
IF 1ST EQ 3, LET ISTAT = DOWN 
IF TRIG2 EQ i, GO TO 5" 
LET OELTA = 0 
GO TO, CJ,dtt2,iO,iO,±u,-,4,iO),IST 

8 IF IN EG 0. GO TO 5 

LET MSTAT(IM) = IST 











LET FREE = DELTA/3000. 

LET 1K = NZU(IM) 

IF DELTA NE 0., GO TO ll 

IF EXMOD NE 0, LET 1K = ExMOD 
IF XSAT(IS) NE 3, LET IK=XSAT(IS) 
Iii IF 1K NE 100, GO TO i * 




200 	LOOP ' 









IF P)OWN EQ 0, GO TO ± 





i IF DELTA NE C., GO TO 7 
IF SSTAT(IS) NE OUT, LET SSTAT(IS) = 
-GO TO 7 
2 IF SSTAT(IS) EQ OUT, GO TO 10 

GO TO 6 

4 LET ISTAT = SSTAT(IS)

IF NPOS(IS) EQ 9, LET ISTAT = OUT 
" ,. 	 ­





































































































































































































W6TT 3AT(1) --ISTAT 
5 LET SSTAT(IS) = ISTAT 
LET MSTAT(MODS) = 1ST,' FbR ALL MOUSY 
IF SSTAT(IS) EQ DOWN, LET SSTAT(IS) = 
IF NPOS(IS) EQ 0, LET SSTAT(IS) = OUT 
IF SSTAT(IS) :Q OUT GO TO 7 
6 00 TO 3e, FOR ALL MODSY IN MODU(S)
iF MSTAT(MOOSY) EQ 29 GO TO 38 
CALL REDUN(ISMOOSY)
IF DELTA EQ C., GO TO 7 
38 LOOP 
LET SSTAT(IS) = UO 


















IF TRIG + TRIG2 EQ 1, GO TO' V0 .... 
DO TO 39, FOP I=(FSAT(JSY))(LSAT(JSY))
IF SSTAT(I) EQ. UP, LET K = K i. 
IF SSTAT(I) EQ OOWN,. LET KK = KK +i 
LOOP_ 

















EQ 0, LET IT 
EQ 1, LET IT = = OUT OUT . S STATUS-ATU.-r1 79 
if IPOL 
IF TIME 
EQ 4a LET IT= OUT 
GE TGOSY(JSY)p LET IT = OUT STATUS STATUS 8i 82 
O 
54 
-F.K_ NE. 0, LET IT_- DOWN 
IF KK NE 0, LET IT = DOWN 
LET STAT(JSY)='IT
iF K GE NFUP(JSY), LET STAT(JSY)CALL. OUTAG(IS,_JSY)





































O COMPUTATIONS FOR SATELLITE AND SYSTEM 









IF TLAST(IS) EQ 0., GO TO 54 
IF SSTAT(IS) E? UP, GO TO 51 
IF T- C ., GO = TU--52' 
LET SDTST(IS) = SDTST(IS) + TIME - TLAST(IS)
LET TLAST(IS) =-TIME 
GO TO 52 
IF TLAST (IS GT 0.C'GO-TC 52-.....OTAG-....-..*-
LET A = TIME + TLAST(IS)
LET TLAST(IS) = TIME 
IF A EQ 0., GO TO 52 
LET "ONTSTfS) - "ONTST(TS) " X-LET 0223(IS) = 0223(IS) + 1. 
IF N223(IS) GT A, LET N223(IS) = A 





























C SYSTEM STATUS ...... -TAG OUTAG 
-Z 
22 




IF TGOSY(IY) EQ 0, GO TO 5! OUTAG 26
 IF STAT(IY) EQ UP, GO TO 53 
 OUTAG 27
IF TLASY(IY) LT Q. GO TO 54 

LET SDTSY(IY) = SOTSY(IY) + TIME - TLASY(IY) OUTAG 28 OUTAG 29
LET TLASY(IY) = -TIME 
 OUTAG " 30
GO TO 54 
 OUTAG
53 IF TLASY(IY) GT l., GO TO 54 31
 OUTAG 32
LET A = TIME + TLASY(IY) 
 OUTAG 33
 LET TLASY(I ) = TIME 
 OUTAG 34
 IF A 2Q 0., GO Ta 54 

. OUTAG 35 LET ONTSY(IY) = DNTSV(IY) + A 
 OUTAG 36
LET C208(IY) = C208(IY) + i. 
 OUTAG 37
IF N208(IY) GT A, LET N208(IY) = A OUTAG .38.
 


















 IF TRIG2 EQ 01 CALL FILES(IS,1.M4ST STPRT -T
IF TRIG2 "Ea, NRITE 'ON- STPRT aFORMAT (Si) 
 STPRT 9




LET NSY = SYNAM(JSY) STPRT E2it
LET NSS STAT(JSY) 
 STPRT 13 o
LET KST = SNAME(JST) 13STPRT

LET KSS = SSTAT(IS) 
... .. STPRT. . if
LET TE = TIME STPRT 15,
LET r = OPART(TE) :
 STPRT 16
LET J = HPART(TE) + I 
 STPRT . 17
 
LET K = MPART(TE) '- 1 l7t Y) , 1STSTPRT 18IF IM EQ 0, GO TO (i1,12,i2j14,144@, 
 STPR 1T"LET-1ST = MAME(JMO . STPRT 20
LET 4N = NNO(IM) STPRT 21GO TO (21,22t2224252527262229)IST STPRT 22
 
..--­c PRrNT'SATELLITE STATUS- .. .. . .. . .. 
 STPRT 24
C STPRT 25
li WRITE ON 6,I,J,KNSY,NSSIP,KST
4 STPRT 26
FORMAT(S5,I5,*.* I2 9 .'4I2 ,S3,A6,S4,A6tI3,SiA6,S4,*AVAILABLE*) 
 STPRTRETURN 
 STPRT 28








STPRT 31 . .t4wRITEO'N 6'1JKNSY.NSS.'IP KST A6,I3 SI, A6,S4, LAUNCHEO*) STPRT 32
FORMATSB,15,f*,1I2, .*,12,S3 ASS4 STPRT 33
RETURN 
 STPPT 34
16 WRITE ON 6,IJ,K,NSY,NSSIP,KST 
 STPRT 35--- -----------.




17 WRITE ON 6 1IJKNSV ,LANKIPKST 
 38
 








RETURN 	 STPRT 43
 
19 	WRITE ON 6,IJ,KvNSY,NSS,IP,KST STPRT---------

FORMAT(S5 0-,.% I2,*.II*2,S3t,6,S4,AGI3,SIA6,S4,*SATELLITE REQU STPRT 45'
 




C 	 STPRT 48
 
C PRINT MODULE STATUS 	 STPRT 49 -4
 
o 	 STPRT 50
 
21 	WRIrE ON 6,IJ,K,NSYNSSIP,KSTKSS,MN,MST STPRT 51
 
FORMAT(S5sI5,*.I2t .,I2,S3A6,S4,A6,I3,SIA6,S!,A6,I3,Sj,A6,S4, STPRT 52
 
#*AVAILASLE ) STPRT 53
 
RETURN STPRT 54 ,i.

22 WRITE ON 6,I,J,KNSY,NSS,IP,KST,KSS,MNMST,ISTAT STPRT 55
 




IF FREE LQ 0, RETURN STPRT 58
 
WRItE ON 6 STPRT 59
 
FORMAT(*+ 4 pS7ST,(FREE6IE)*) . STPRT 60-





24 WRITE ON.6,I,J,K,NSY,NSS,IPKSTKSSMN,MST STPRT 63
 




IF 	FREE EQ G, RETURN STPRT 66
 








25 WRITE ON 6,IJ,K,NSY,NSS,lP,KSTKSSMN,MST STPRT 71
 
FORHAT(SS,I5,- . , 12,,S3 A,sS4tA6p13SvS4A6SiA6p13pSiA ST-PRT.- .... ........--- . -




26 	WRITE ON 6,I,JK,NSY,NSS,IP,KST,KSS,MN,HST STPRT 75
 





27.WRITE ON 6,I,J,KNSY,BLANKIPKST,BLANK,MN,MST STPRT 79
 
FORMAlASS5,*, 4 II2; tZ,)12,S3,AGSWY A63,Sf;A6 ,S4,A6,13,Si-tSW, -STPRV --- 80-- -- ­
*MODULE TOO HEAVY ++4 +++#++ +...+++ ..	 STPRT 81*+++++++++++++++) 
RETURN STPRT ,82

29 WRITE*ON 6,IJKNSYiSS,IPKST,KSSMN,NST 
 STPRT 83
 






ENDIOGEN-OtS EVENT TERh 	 - - - -TER- ----------2
 
o 	 TERM 3
 












DESTROY M -- TERM -. ..
 







CLEAN UP QUEUES AT END OF MONTE CARLO CYCLE 
LET TRIG = TRIG + I 
00 TO 6, FOR J=(j) (NORBS) 

























LET I = J 
DO TO 20, FOR ALL PAYLO IN ORBQ(I) 
IF LQTIM(PAYLD) GT 3000., GALL DROPQCPAYLOtl) 
20 LOOP 
LET IORS = J 
IF ORBQ(J) IS EMPTY, GO TO 6 
LOADING QUEUE CONTAINS TRASH -- STOP RUN 
WRITE ON 6 
FORMAT(S5,'---RUN STOPPED DUE TO DATA IN LOADING QUEUE AT END OF 
*YCLE*) 
00TO 2, FOR ALL AYLD IN ORBQ(IORB) 
LET I = SNAME(ITSAT(ISAT(PAYLD))) 
LET A = LQTIM(PAYLD) 
IF IMOD(PAYLD) EQ 0, HRITE ON 6,I,A 
FOKA T(Sc..SATELLITE - *,A6,9 SINCE *,M5.2.2) ...-. 
IF IMOD(PAYLD) NE 0, vi4RITE ON 6,MNAME(NOMOD(IMOD(PAYLf))),IA 
FORMAT(S5,*HODULE - *A6, ON SATELLITE - 4 ,A6,' SINCE #,MS.2.2) 
2 LOOP 
LET TRIGS = I 
6 LOOP 
GATHER MONTE CARLO END OF CYCLE STATISTICS FOR VEHICLES/SATELLITES 
10 CALL MCVEH 






















































7- -... . . 
48 
4950 




IF TRIG GE TRIGS, GO TO 















LET TIME = a. 
CAUSE START AT 1. 

































- - -. 
EEL TERNV2
 
CAL, TERVi 	 TERM 71
 
STOP 	 TERM 72
 
END 	 TERM 73
 






















. , TERVI 4
 






WRITE ON 6, TRIG,TIMEB,TIMES TERVI 8
 
FORMAT(*I*,S7,*STATISTICAL SUMIARY FOR*,I4,* MONTE CAkLO CYCLES FO TERVI 9
 4
4 R T4E YEARS4 ,O5, TO*,l55/) TERV 1o
 
LET A = TRIG TERVI It
 




 FORHAT(S25,*FLIGHT SUMMAFY*/Sf8,*SHUTTLE*%Si5STUGSi7.SEPSf /T TERVI . 13
 




DO 	TO ±o, FOR I=(i) (NYEAR) TERVi 16
 
LET TI =I -	 TERVI 17. 
LET J = TIMES * TI 	 TERV1 18 
IF 	MAX90(I) EQ 0, GO TO 10 TERVi 19
 
LET B = SUM39(I) 	 TERVI. .20
 
LET B = B/A 	 TERV - Z. .
 
LET C = SUM90(I) 	 TERVI 22
 
LET C = G/A 	 TERVI' 23 
LET D = SUMO6(I) 	 TERVI 24
 
LET D = D/A .. ....... 	 . . TERV Z -

WRITE ON 6, J, MIN9O(I) ,CMAX9O(l),MIN39(I),B,MAX39(I, TERVi 26 
MIN86(I),O,MAXi6(I) TERVI 27 
FORMAT(I,I8,fl4.,I,I8,D4.,,I6,I8,O4.iI6) TERVi 28 
10 	LOOP TERVi' 29-------------

LET B = ITFLT TERVi 30
 
LET 3 = B/A TERVi 31
 
LET C = IFSUT TERVi 32 
LET C = C/A ""TERV1 3 . . . 
LET 0 = IFSEP TERVi 34 
LET D = D/A TERVi 35 
WPITE ON 6,NFSUTC,MFSUT,NTFLT,B,MTFLT,NFSEP1 , MFSEP TERVI 36
 
FORMAT(* pROGRAM%,I,D4.1,I6,IS,04.i4.iIm6) TERVI.. 37
 
DO TO 5v FOR I=(i)(3) TERVI 38
 
IF TRIG LT TRIGS GO TO 5 TERVi 39
 
c 	 TERVi 40
 
C FIX LATER # TERV'£ 11 " 
C TERVI. 42
 
IF MTO(I) EQ 1000., LET MTO(I) = O. TERVI 43
 
IF MCVA() EG 1900., LET MOVA(I) = 0. TERVI 44
 
IF TCVA(I) EQ 0., GO TO 5 TERVI -"45--.
 
LET VTD(I) = VTD(I)*3bO./TCVA(I) TERVi 46'
 
LET XTD(I)= XTD(I) 36G. TERV1 49

IF I EQ 1, LET = " TERVI 50
 
IF I EQ 2, LET E : TERVi 51

IF I EQ 3, LET-E 09 TERVi 52
4
LET TCVAI) :E TCVA(I) iDO0./E 53
-TERVi 
LET MCVA(I) = MGVA(I)*1OO7/'E . . TERV±" 54 .
 
- LET XCVA(T) = XVA(I)*I00./E 'TERVI 55
 
5 LOOP TERVI 56

WRITEON 6,MCVA(i),TCVA(1),XCVA(i),MCVAi2),TCVA(2),XCVA(2), TERV1 57

M-VA(3),TOV A(3Y,XCVA(3) ... ERVi 58.
 
FORMAT('rPERCENT ,DG 1 204 1,06.i,204 ,D6.i,2D4.i) TERVI , 59
 
-.WRI-TE ON 6,HTD(L),VTO(l.),XT(i),MID(2;),VTO(2)tXTD(2), .TERVI. 60
 
MTD(3) ,VTO(3) ,XTD(3) TERVI 61
 
FORMAT(*C- DELAY 4 ,D6.i,2D'.T6.i,204.i,D6.i,204.i) TERVI - 6..
 
LET. EX = EXTUG/A TERVI 63
 
IF EXTUG NE 0., WRITE ON 6, EX TERVI 64







SUB&OUTI4E TERV2 TERV2 2
 
c 








WRITE ON 6 TERV2 6
 
FORMAT(*E 4,S30,*OR8IT TRAFFIC SUMMARY*/!D ySi3. AVERAGE FLIGHTS* S.TERV2 7
 
*15tAVERAGE UP WEIGHT*,S"*SHUTTLE ONLY*/S3,oORBrT --SHUTTLE-.-- +TER-V2------­........ "
 
*G SEPS SHUTTLE TUG SEPS LOAD FACTOR*/S1) TERV2 9 ,

LET A = TRIG TERV2 10
 
00 TO 30, FOR I=(i)(NOR3S) TERV2 ii

IF ORBID(I) EO 0, GO TO 3- . TERV2.. 12. 
LET C = 0. TERV,2 13
 
LET 0 = 0. TERV2 14 .
 
LET E = 0. TERV2' 15 ___ ''" " 
LET F O. ". . TE-RVV2r t6
 
LET FC 0. TERV2 17
 
LET FO 0 TERV2
. 18
IF -ASHU'T(I) NE 0., LET C = WSHUT(I)/CSHUT(I) TERV2 19

IF WSEP-S(IT NE 0., LET 0 WSEPS-(IT)/USEPS(T)......... TERV ------ 20
 
IF WTUG (I) NE 0., LET E : WTUG (1)/CTUG (I) TERV2 21
 
IF WDSUT(I) NE 0., LET FB = WDSUT(I)/CDSUT(I) TERV2 22
 
IF WOSEP(I') NE £1., LET FC = WDSEP(I)/CDSEPI) TERV2 23
 
IF WD-TUG(L) NE 0., LET' FD'-- WDTUG(IF-/GDTUG(I) 24- -TERVZ- --

LET CSHUT(I) = CSHUT(I)/A TERV2 25
 
LET CSEPS(I) = SEPS(I)/A TERV2 26
 
LET GTUG (I) = CTUG (1)/A TERV2 27
 
"ET CUSUT'(I) '-"C UT (1-/ - ". .. .. TERV2 . 2 .-- --..
-.. --

LET CDSEP(I) = CDSEP(I) /A TERV2 29

LET CDTUG(I) = COTUG(I) /A TERV2, 30
 
LET J = RQSUT(IORB) . . TERV2 31
 
-IF J EQ O,-['ET J i-="- ­.. TERV .. 32'
 
LET B =, WSHUT(I)/WCONV(J) TERV2 33
 
WRITE ON 6O0R,31(I),CSHUT(I)iCDSUT(I),CTUG(I).CDTUG(I) ,OSEPS(I),. TERV2 34
COSEP(I),C,FS,EFD,DFC,B 
- TERV2 35 
FORMAT(S 3,A6,04.i/ 2t0O/4.'1I 2D ,I YID "­
* /;206.i,*/ D6.1,092) / TERV2 37
 
30kp~93RN 
END 	 TERV2 40
 
SUBROUTINE TERSY 	 TERSY. 2'
 
C 	 TERSY 3
C OUTPUT STATISTICS FOR SYSTEMS/SATELLITES 	 TERSY 4 
c TERSY 5
WRITE ON 6 TERSY 6
*	 0FORMAT U± ) 	 TERSY 7 . 
LET 	A = TRIG TERSY 8 
LET 	TSATS p0. 9
-TERSY 

LET 	EQSAT = 0. 
- . . ....TE SY- ----DO TO 13, FOR I=(±)(STSTS) 	 TERSY It 
IF SYNAM(I) EQ O, GO TO 13 	 TERSY ±2 
IF FSAT(I) EQ 0, GO TO 13 	 TERSY .3 
WRITE ON 6,SYNAM(Tf .. 	 . TER.- . . .
 
FORMAT(*O STATISTICS FOR SYSTEM - ,A6) 	 TERSY 15 
DO TO 12, FOR J=(FSAT(I))(LSAT(I)) TERSY- 6 

LET TRES = 5. TERSY .7
 
LET ICED = 0 ------- T ERSY ' 8.
 
IF SORTE(TTSAT(J)) NE G GO TO 110 TERSY 19
 
IF MOD(J) IS EMPTY9 GO Mi 12 • TERSY 20
 
WRITE ON s TERSY 21
 
FORMAT(*O MODULE M N AVG MAX MIN'TLT "AVG'FLT -AX FLT*) - TERSY2 2- -­
00 TO I FOR ALL MOUSY IN MOO(J) TERSY 23
 
LET B = SUMNU(MOUSY) TERSY 24
 
LET B = 2/A TERSY 25
 
IF NRU(MOOSY) *NE 100, LET ICEQ = ICE0 +I . TERSY- 'm . 
LET TRES = TRFS + B TERSY 27 
LET 	0 = MINLF(MODSY) TERSY 28
 
LET E = SUMLF(MODSY) TERSY 29
 
"LET'E- E...- TERSY- :W
 
LET F = MAXLF(MODSY) TERSY 31 -

LET 0 = 0/100. TERSY 32:
 
LET E = E/iOG..-- TERSY- 33

LETF F/tOO. TERSr 3'
 




..FRMAT(S3,A6,I3) 	 TERSY 37IF MAXNU(MODSY) "NE 0, WRITE Cf'6Y"NAIE(NONOD'(MOtfSYYY; -	 TERS...-- 3 .4NRU(MOUSY)v 	 TERSY 39

NINNU(MODSY),B, 	 TERSY 40
 
MA&NU( KODSY)sD,EEF 	 TERSY 41 ....
FORMAT(S3,A6,213,O4.,I6,3D5.2) .. 	 --- T-ERs--.­
i LOOP 	 TERSY 43 
igO 	LET $227(J) = S227(J)/A TERSY 44
 
LET B = NOFP(J) TERSY 45
 
LET B = B/A "" TERSY-"
 
WRITE ON 6,SNAME(ITSAT(J)),BN227(J),S227(J) X227(J) TERSY 47
 
FORMAT(* SATELLITE*/S3,A6,SbD4.1,S6,3D5.2) TERSY 48
 
IF SORTE(ITSAT(J)) NE 0., GO TO 12 TERSY 49
 
LET TSATS = TSATS + B TERSY 50
 
LET E = IGEQ TERSY 51

IF E NE 0,, LET TRES = TRES/E TERSY 52
 
LET TRES =TRES 1 TERSY 53
 
WRITE ON 6, TRES. TERSY .. 5.-

FORMAT(* EQ SATS60,O.2) TERSY 55
 
-LET 98SEj)=Q4TMLTh'PA 	 TE9 
WRITE ON 6,MINSL(J),SUMSL(J) MAXSL(J) TERSY 58
 
FORMAT(*0 SATELLITE TOTAL FLIGHTS M,305.2) TERSY 59
 
IF C223(J) EQ V, LET C223(J) = t. TERSY 60
 
LET F = PERST(J) IA TERSY 61
 
-LET E,= DNTST(J) *360./C2Z3(J) TERSY 62
 
IF N223(J) EQ 1080. LET N223(J) = 0. TERSY 63
 
LET N223(J) = N22(J)*36C, TERSY 64
 
LET X223(J) = X223(J)*360. TERSY 65
 
WRITE ON 6,N2i6(J),FX216(J) TERSY 66
 
FORMAT(,*D PERCENT SATELLITE AVAIL. #,305.2) TERSY 67
 
WRITE-ON 6,N223(J)E.X223(J) TERSY 68
 
FORMAT(*D DELAY INTERVAL TO RESTORE4 ,305.2) TERSY 69
 
12 	LOOP TERSY 70
 
LET SYLF(I) = *SYLF(I)fA- TERSY 71
 
WRITE ON 6,NSYLF(I) SYLF(I) XSYLF(I) TERSY 7z
 
FORMAT(*O SYSTEM TOTAL FLIGHTS *,3D5.2) TERSY 73
 
IF FSAT(I) EQ 0, GO TO 13 TERSY 74
 
LET F = PERSYCD/A TERSY- 75
 
IF C208(I) EQ 0., LET C2C8(I) = i. TERSY 76 
LET E = ONTSY(I)4 360./C208(I) TERSY 77 
IF N208(±) EQ 1000., LET N208(I) = 0. TERSY 78 
LET N206(I) N208(I)"*360. TE'RS.. -79-
LET X208(I) = X208(I)*360. TERSY 80 
IF XZO(I) EQ 0. GO TO 16 TERSY 8± 
WRITE ON 69N200(I) ,FX200(I) TERSY 82 
FORMAT(CO PERCENT SYSTEM AVAILABLE"-*305.2) -TERS" - .-- -. 
WRITE ON 6,N208(I)tE.X2Q8(I) TERSY 84 
FORiAT(*O DELAY INTERVAL TO RESTORE4 ,3OS.2) 	 TERSY 85
 
16 	WRITE ON 6 TERSY 86
 
. .. ...--------------------------------
FORMKT(* .. . .. 	 . ) TERSY 87
 
13 	LOOP TERSY 88
 
WRITE ON 6, TSATSEQSAT TERSY 89-
















WRITE ON 6 TERMO 6
 
FORMAT( * MOrULE SUM1ARY//S20,9WARNS2Z+,FAIL*S2?,*REPLACE*/ TERMD 7 
' NAME MINR MAX 1IN AVR MAX M TERMD 8 
tIN AVR MAX*/) TERMO 9 
LET A : TRIG TERMD ±0 
-... 
IF MNAME(I) EQ 0, GO TO 15 * TERMD '12
-DU TO 15, FOR I=(1)(MITAB) - .... .... 	 . TERM O . . 
IF 	S121(I) + S25(I) + S129(I) EQ O GO TO 14 TERMO .3 
LET B = S121(l) 	 TERMO 14
 
"
 LET S = B/A 	 TERMDY " 5--
LET C = $125(T) 	 TERMD 16 
LET C = C/A TERMO ±7 
LET 0 = S129(I) TERMO t8 
LET D' = D/A TERMD" - 1-9-
IF N125(I EQ 1OGO, LET N125(I) 0 TERMO 20 
WRITE ON 6,MNAME(I NI25(I),CX125(1),NI29(),O,Xi29(I),NI21(I),B, TERMO 23
 4 Xi2±(I) .. TERMD Z4'
 
FORMAT(S2,AE,I6,07.i,2I9,0 7 .i.219,07.i,I9) TERMO 25
 
GO TO 15 TERMD 26
 
1+ WRITE ON 6,MNAME(I) TERMO 27
 
FORMAT(S2, A6) TERMJ 28
 



















C IF IT EXISTS WARN 8
 
C WARN 9
'--WARN .19. - -LET IEVWA = IEVWA + I 

IF TIME GE TIMEG, LET EXMOD = MODS WARN It
 
LET IS = PSAT(WARN) WARN 12
 
LET IM = PMOD(WARN) WARN ±3
 
IF SSTAT(IS) EQ UT, RETURN - WAR-1
 




iF XSAT(IS) E iOP2 RETURN WARN 17
 
LET DELAY = WSATU .W.ARN ... - - - -I , -' 

IF TIME + DELAY GT TGO(IS), RETURN WARN ±9
 
CALL REOUN(IS,IM) WARN 20
 
IF DELTLGT 02j .REWTM. WARN 21.
 
CfEATE QWAIT .. --- ARN-. .Z2
 
LET PSAT(QWAIT) = IS WARN .2 '
 
LET PMOD(QWAIT) = IM WARN 24
 
.L -..TI.EA-(QAIT) .- DELAY WARN 25'
 





SUBROUTINE NEIBUL (AWN,9TW.AF.,BFTF) .. -. WEIBUL 2
 




LET TW = 0. WEIBUL 6 , , 
- F-WF -E- ,0, G "T 1".. . . . . .. . .. . . . --
IF TIMEC EQ 0., GO TO I WEIBUL 8
 
LET AX = TIMES WEIBUL 9
 
GO TO 2 WEIBUL 10
i LET AX = RANF N) ..............--- WiETBU 4 ...
 
BUL 12
2 LET AX = -ALOG(AX) WEI
IF BW NE I., LET AX = AX#(i./3W) WEIBUL 13
 
LET TW = AW4 AX WE13UL 14
 
LET TF = 0. - WEIBUL I5
 
IF BF NE i., LET AX = AXK3F WEIBUL t8
 
IF AF EQ 0., RETURN WEIBUL 16
 
LET AX = TW/AF WEIBUL 17
 
LET AN3 ="EXPT-AX) .EIBUL . 19.
 




3 LET AX = RANF(N)
4 LET AX -ALOG(A X*AN 3)
IF BF NE i, LET AX = AX*(I./8F)
LET TF = AFAX 
RETURN 
LET TF = 0. 
IF AF EQ 0., RETURN 
IF TIMED EQ 0., GO TO 6 
LET AX = TIMED 
GO TO 7 
6 LET AX = RANF(N)
7 LET AX = -ALOG(AX)
IF 3F NE I., LET AX = AX**(I./BF)




GOCMON/TUGVEH/TYPENSTG-SPA-R(3) ,WS(3) ,WPA(3) ,'EISP'(3)
X iREUS (3)iWGATRX,FEAS(2) 
INTEGER SPAR




























/TUGVEH/ 3/TUGVEH/ 4 
/TUGVEH/ 5 
/UVE/ .2 
/SEPVEH/ 3/SEPVEH/ 4 /SEPVEH/ 5 
















PERF - SETS UP AND CHOOSES THE SPECIFICP-ERFORMANCE SUBROUTINE TO BE EXECUTEDSSHOT - SLINGSHOT - LIQUID UPPERS 
SSLQD - SINGLE STAGE LIQUID
TRNKC - TKANS KICK - SOLID UPPERS 
SEPSIM- SEPS S'I'MULATOR' ... 
IF ( SEPS .NE. 0 ) GO TO 40 
00 5 I=I,NLEG 
DVEFF(I) = DV-EG(I)(i.+TR)-
- --IF ( NSTG .GT. I ) GO TO 10 
CALL SSLQOD(DVFFF,PLEGRCIL,NLEG)
G'O TO .50 *-,' 
iO 0 0 20 I ' 2,NSTG .-IF (SPAR(I) .NE. 0 ) GO TO 3020 CONTINUE 
CALL SSHOT(DVEFFPLEGNLEG)
GO TO 50 
CALL TRNKC (DVEFF,PLEG)GO TO 50 
MPLA = PLEG(±)
MPL3 =-PLEG(NLEG) 

























































END PRFOR 36 
C SU3ROUTINE CONEC(NSNVEHISESP) CONECCONEC 23 
C THIS ROUTINE WILL GET THE NECESSARY VEHICLE DATA CONEC 4 





































END CONEC 12 





EISP(I) = A 
WS(t) = B 
WPAM(I) = 
REUS.E(l = 1. - E 
5 SPAR( = JF 
























TR TIN LINKT 
LINKT 
1oii -























Z. W0S THE STRUCTURE WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES 
WPA THE ALLOWABLE PROPELLENT WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES 
AV EISP EFPEOCTIVE TSP ,SSEC)L. 
o G GRAVITY (CONSTANT)
WGA ALLOWABLE GROSS WEIGHT 
CNSTG NUMBER OF STAGESCa REUSZ REUSABLE FL'AG 0 = EXPENDABLE , i = REUSABLE" 
I'7 
SPECIFIC INPUTO.VLEG DELTA V FOR EACH LEG 
,,,.= PLEG PAYLOAD ON EAOH-LEG . . .. ..... 
.NLEG NUMBER OF LEGS -SSLQD 

























PRO'PELCENt WEIGHT RATIO 








E IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO i CONSTRAINTS NOT EXCEEDED 
c IF GREATER THEN 1.CONSTRAINTS EXCEEDED SSLQD 25
 C SSLQD 26. 
DIMENSION OVLEG(iO),PLEG(io) SSLQD 27
 
DIMENSION BOIL(i) SSLQD 28
 
COMMON/TUGVEH/TYPENSUGSPAR(3)PWS(3),WPA(3),EISP(3) . /TUGVEH/ 2
 
X ,REUSE(3),WGA,TR .... JTUGVEHJ 3 -....
 
X FEAS(2) /TUGVEH/ 4
 




REAL MR SSLQ" 31.
 
DATA G/32.i725/ SSLQD 32
 
WP 0.0 SSLQD 33
 
N NLEG SSLQD 34
 
ONi=G*EISP(i)2. SSLQD-'" 35­
00 10 I = iNLEG SSLQD 36
 
EXPI = DVLEG(N) / DNi SSLQD 37
 
MR.,= EXP( EXPI) SSLQD 38
 
PLEGI1 (MR 7i.Z 39-
NP! = (WS(i)+ WP 4 )0 - ,.SSLQ0
WP = WP + WPI + BOIL(N) SSLQD 40
 
WPI = (WS(i) + NP + PLEG(N))(MR-i.) SSLQD 41
 
WP WP + WPI- SSLQD 42
 
10 ' = " fr SSLQD "43 
C SSLQD 44
 






WG = WP + WS(i) + PLEG(i) .... SSQD" 7.-

FEAS(1) = WP / WPA($) SSLQD 48
 




END -SSLQD - 51 -




C SSHOT - PERFORMANCE ROUTINE FOR THE SLINGSHOT TYPE SSHOT 4
 
C DEPLOYMENT - UP-TO 3 LEGS "AND'EITHER'-2-'OR-" SSHOT - S
 




C GENERAL INPUT SSHOT a 
C----------- ... WS . THE STRUCTURE WEIGHT FOR 'THE STAGES SSHQT -9r-­
o WPA THE ALLOWABLE PROPELLENT WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES SSHOT 1O 
c EISP EFFECTIVE ISP (SEC) SSHOT ii
 
C G GRAVITY (CONSTANT) SSHOT 12
 
c WGA* ALLOWABLE GROSS WEIGHT SSHOT " 13 .......
 
o NSTG NUM3ER OF STAGES SSHOT 14
 
C REUSE REUSABLE FLAG 0 : EXPENDABLE , i = REUSABLE SSHOT 15
 
C - SSHOT 16
 
C SPECIFIC INPUT -- ------- SSHOT. .
 
C OVLEG DELTA V FOR EACH LEG SSHOT 18
 
C PLEG PAYLOAD ON EACH LEG SSHOT, 19
 
C NLEG NUMBER OF LEGS .. SSHOT 20
 
C -SSHOTD..T.2t-. 
C OUTPUT SSHOT 22
 
C FEAS(i) PROPELLENT WEIGHT RATIO SSHOT 23
 




C IF LESS THAN OR-EQUAL TO I CONSTRAINTS NOT EXCEEDED SSHOT ,26
 
IF GREATER THEN i CONSTRAINTS EXCEEDED H8 9
 
DIMENSION OVLEG(i0),PLEG(iO),WP(3) SSHOT 29
 
COMON/TUGVEH/TYPENSTGtSFAR(3 fWS3),WP7(3TEISP(3) /TUGVEHI "2- -





INTEGER SPAR /TUGVEH/ 5
 
COMMON/rISC/G SSHOT - 3f
 




C INITILIZE AND COMPUTE STAGE WT SSHOT 34
 
WP(NSTG) = 0.0 SSHOT 36
 
DNI =EISP(NSTG) * G SSHOT 37
 
IF-( NLEG *EQ. I.._) GO TO 20 . SSHOT 38 0---..gf
 
.. . .. .. SSHDT... 3 .... .9P-

C IF MORE THAN ONE LEG COMPUTE N WTS SSHOT 40 t:
 
L SSHOTN = NL EG .SSHOT 41
42 ,.__._,
 
DO 10 i = 2,NLEG SSFOOT -- -. ---..
 
EXI DVLEG(N) / Owl SSHOT 44
 
MR = EXP(EXi) SSHOT 45
 
WPI = (NS(NSTG) + WP(NSTG) + PLEG(N) ) (MR -i.0) SSHOT 46
 
NP(NSTG) = "WP(NSTG) + WPI - SSOT­... 47"- ­




C COMPUTE RATIO AND TEST IF OK .... SSHOT 50
 
C .. . ...SSHOT '51

FEAS(1) = WP(NSTG) / WPA(NSTG) SSHOT 52

FEAS(2) = 0.8 SSHOT 53
 
IF CFEAS(I) .GT. 1,P) RETURN SSHOT 54
C . . . . .. _'- .. _T .. 5-5 

C MISSION FEASABLE - CONTINUE SSHOT 56
 




SSHOT..... ........ - . .........
2OR 'W-S04STGY + WPA(NSTG) + PLEG(±T) f-F
X (WS(VSTG) + WP(NSTG ) + PLEG(I) ) SSHOT 60
 




C NOW FORM DELTA V FOR UPPER STAGE AND SSHOT 63
 




OLJVU.= DNi * T SSHOT. 66
 
IF - OLTVU *LT. OVLEGIY-) ---%-T&3 SS-OT 66 

C SSHOT 68 
-7-"
 









c NO IT NEEDS MORE . SSHOT 74
 
C ..... SSHOT 75
 
30 NP(NSTG) = WPA(NSTG) SSHOT 76
 
DLTV'L = OVLEG(±) - OLTVU SSHOT 77
 
OLT4LU = 0.0 SSHOT 78
 




TEST THE NUMBER OF STAGES -





C ITS A THREE STAGE VEHICLE - SEE IF THE SSHOT 85
 
c SECOND STAGE IS EXPENDABLE SSHOT 86 
WP(2) = 0.0 SSHOT 87 
IFUFIK(REUS(2)).EQ.0) GO T0 4a- ........ SSHOT" "88
 
EXP2 = DLTVL*REUSE(2) /(G*EISP(2)) SSHOT 89 
MR = EXP (EXP2) SSHOT 90
 
WP(2) = WS(2) + C MR - 1.0 ) SSHOT 91
 
C . SSHOT' 9z 




IF C NP(2) .LT. WPA(2) ) GO TO 1.0 SSHOT 95 
C SSHOT 96 
o NO - SECOND STAGE CANNOT EVEN RETURN - ABORT SSHOT 97 
C SSHOT 98
 
FEAS(i) = 1.5 SSHOT 99
 
RETURN -- SSHOT- - .. ..
 
C SSHOT 1t
C ITS OK - CONTINUE SSHOT 102C SSHOT 103 
40 WG2 = PLEG() + WPC3) + WS(3) .. SSHOT----- i . .. 
MR = WS(2) + NPA(2) + WG2 ) / (WS(2) + WP(2) + WG2 ) SSHOT 105 




C TEST IF SECOND STAGE'CAN DO THE MISSION .SSHOT. 108 -
C SSHOT 109IF ( DLTVLU .LT. DLTVL 3 GO TO 50 SSHOT 11 
FEaS(i) = .7 SSHOT 111 
RETURN ... SSHOT t1.2 
C SSHOT 113
 
C NO CONTINUE SSHOT l14 
C SSHOT 115 
50 WP(2) = WPA(2) 
-- SSHOr" 11-
C SSHOT 117 
C ONLY TWO STAGE RETURN SSHOT I18 
O SSHOT lig
60 OLTVLL = OLTVL - OLTVLU SSH1TT'- 12o 
T2 = G EISP(1) SSHOT 121C SSHOT 122C SET UP AND TEST IF THE STAGE IS REUSABLE SSHOT 123 
C 
--. SSHOT 124.WP(i) = 3.0 SSHOT 125 
IF(IFIX(REUSE(C)).EQ.O) GO TO 70 SSHOT 126
 
o SSHOT 127 
C NO COMPUTE THE+WP- -- .SSHOT-1" 1z. . .C SSHOT 129 
EXP3 = DLTVLL*REUSE(i) /T2 SSHOT 130 
MR = EXP (EXP3) SSHOT 131 
WP(i'= WS(±) * (MR -1.01 .. .. SSHGT -132 
C SSHOT' 133
C TESf IF FIRST STAGE CAN RETURN SSHOT 134 
C. SSHOT 135
 
IF ( WP(i) .LT. WPA.i) I GO'TO,70 .. SSHO" 




C ITS OK - CONTINUE 	 - SSHOT 14 
C 	 SSROT...... f41. 

70 	EXP4 = OLTVLL/T2 SSHOT 142 
MR EXP (EXP4) SSHOT 143 
HG2 = WG2 + WP(2) + WS(2) SSHOT 144 
WPI = (WS(i) + NP(L) + WG2) A(MR-i.O) SSHOT .... I 5. 
WPI = WP(±) + WPI SSHOT 146 
FEAS(±) = WPi / WPA(1) 	 SSHOT 147
 
WG. WG2 + WS(i) + WP-1, 	 SSHOT 148 
FEAS(2) = WG / WGA 	 --"FrOT
 
RETURN 	 SSHOT 150
 
END 	 SSHOT 15±
 
BSUROUTINE TRNKC(DVLEGXPLEG) 	 TRNKC 2
C 	 .. T.... - -3
R C 

0 GENERAL INPUT TRNKC 4
G 	 WS THE STRUCTURE WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES TRNKC 5 
C 	 WPA THE ALLOWABLE PROPELLENT WEIGHT FOR THE STAGES TRNKC 6
 
C EISP EFFECTIVE ISP (SEC) 	 TRNKC -
C G GRAVITY (CONSTANT) 	 TRNKC 8
 
C WGA ALLOWABLE GROSS WEIGHT 	 TRNKC 9
 
C NSTG NUM3ER OF STAGES TRNKC to 
C REUSE REUSABLE 'FLAG 0 = EXPENDABLE p I ' -REUSABLE---- TRNKG"" 
C 	 TRNKC t2
 
C SPECIFIC INPUT 	 TRNKC 13
 
C 	 DVLEG(±) DELTA V FOR LOW ALTITUDE BURN TRNKC 14
 
C 	 DVLEG(2) DELTA V FOR' HIGH ALTITUDEtfURN . TRNKC- -.... 
C NLEG SET EQUAL TO 2 	 TRNKC 16
 
C 	 TRNKC 17
 
C OUTPUT 	 TRNKC 18
 
C 	 FEAS ffY PROPEULENT WEIGRT'RATIO. ............. TRNKC 

. C FEAS(2) GROSS WEIGHT RATIO TRNKC 20 
C TRNKC 21 
C IF LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO i CONSTRAINTS NOT EXCEEDED TRNKC 22 








x ,REUSE ,'WGATR 	 /TUGVEH/' 3. 

X FEAS(2) 	 tTUGVEH/ 4 
INTEGER SPAR 	 /TUGVEH/ 5 

-CQ0-Mw tvli 1.5 C/LG 	 TRNKC 27COMMON /DELTAV/OVLEG( .2) TRNKD ---
C TRNKC 29 
C INITILIZE AND COMPUTE STAGE WT 	 TRNKC 30O 	 RNKC31 
REAL MRK2,RKMXMRCKIMRA8tMRI TRNKC ..-
FEAS(1) = 0.5 TRNKC 33' 
FEAS(2) = 0.5 TRNKC 34 
IF ( NSTG .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 19 TRNKC 35 
WPL2 = FLEG(I) TRNKC 36 
DVK2 = DVLEG(2) TRNKC 37 
EXPI = OVK2 / (G ' EISP(3) ) TRNKG 38 
MRK2 = EXP (EXPi) TRNKC 39 
C TRNKC. . 













&NOW GET FUEL REQUIRED FOR SECOND KICK 
WP((3)-, = (RS(3) + 4PL2) * (4RK2 -1.0) TRNKC 44 
FEAS(i) = WP(3) / WPA(3) TRNKC" 45 
C TRNKC 46 




IF ( FEAS{i) .GT. 1.0) RETURN -TRNKC- .
C TRNKC 50
 
C SECONDi STAGE ASSUNED FULL - EXCESS FUEL IS TRNKC 51
 





WGK2 = WS(3) + WPL2 + WPA(3) TRNKC 54 
C TRNKC 55
 




OVC OVLEG(1)4 .75 TRNKC 58
 
DVAB DVLEG(1) -DVC TRNKG 59
 
WPL = WGK2 TRNKC 60 
GO TO 20 .... TRNC -6 -
C TRNKC 62 




-10- DVC" OVLEG (2) ............--- TRNKt - 65-----------

DVA3 = OVLEG(1) TRNKC 66
 




C NOW CONTINUE THW'PROCESS -" ThRNKC f9 . 
o TRNKC 70 a 
20 MRKMX = 1.+ i ( WPA(2) / (WPL + WS(2)l) ) TRNKC 71 
EX0 2 = 9VC / (G* EISP(2)) TRNKC 72 
MRCK EXP (EXP2) . .TRNTKGC- 73---

EXP3 = OVAB/ (G4 EISP(1)) TRNKC 74 




C CHECK IF KICK HAS MORE FUEL THEN REQUIRED -.. TRNKC' 77'-------
C TRNKC 78
 
REXP =REUSE(1) +1.0 TRNKC 79
 
IF ( MRKMX .GT. MRCK ) MRKMX = MRCK TRNKC 80
 
ALFINV = EISP(2) / EISP(1) ... TRNK . . 8.
 
MRI = MRAB * MRCK ALF1NV / MRKMX**ALFINV TRNKC 82
 
WP(2)=(WS(2) + WPL * (MRKMX -1.0 ) TRNKC 83
 
WP(i) : ((CRi-i.).(WPA(2)+WS(2)+WPL)) + ((MRI._REXP-i.) TRNKC 84
 
4- WS(i)y )- " ". TRNC . 8 ..
 
WG WFL + WPA(2) WS(2) + WP(i) + WS(i) TRNKC 86
 
FEAS(1) = hP(1) / NPA(i) TRNKC 87
 
FEAS(2) = WG / WGA TRNKC 88
 




SUBROUTINE LDSEP(4,8,CO,H,I,F,G) LOSEP 2
 






INTEGER SEPS /SEPVEH/ 5
 
REAL MS /SEPVEH/ 6
 




MS = A LOSEP 6
 
E = B LOSEF -7-
P = C LOSEP 8
 
SISP : 0 LOSEP 9
 
SR = H LOSEP 10
 
SEPK i. I LDSEP it-

TSEP F LOSEP 12
 






SUBROUTINE SEPSV(N PERSOTtPAY) SEPSV 2
 




REAL NPLS "/SERVT-Z--- 3
 
NSERV = N SEPSV 5
 
.)0 5 I 1,NSERV SEPSV 6
 
'9THETA(U) = DT(I) SEPSV 7
 
5 MPLS(I) = PAY(I) SEPSV "














DVLEG(1) = OV1i.Oi TWO3R . 7.
 




END LE G TTWOBR 10
 
SUBROUTINE* SEPX (HPLAMPL3 ERFLGNEXIT SEPX "2 ­
o SEPX 3
 
C SEPX THE SEP EXECTIVE ROUTINE IT PERFORMS THE SEPX 4
 




c SPECFIC INPUT SEPX 7
 
G MPLA PAYLOAD TO 3E DEPLOYED SEPX 8
 
C MPLB PAYLOAD TO 8E RETRIEVED SEPX 9
 
C ERF'G '0 = 00 NOT ERASE PREVVOUS MANEUVER SEPX O.. . .
 
ci = ERASE THE PREVIOUS MANEUVER SEPX - ii 





C "- ~rNPUrT'SEPVH; --- SEPX--" . .
 
O MS SEPX 15
 
o MPT AMOUNT OF FUEL REMAINING SEPX 16
 
c TLEFT AMOUNT OF TIME REMAINING SEPX 17
 




o SISP SPECIFIC IMPULSE SEPS SEPX 20
 
o HDT SEPX 21
 
C RTCAP SEPX 22
 
O TSEP SEPX 23
 
C RSEP SEPX 24
 
o s GRAVITY CONSTANT SEPX 25
 
C SEPX . ..26-

C OUT 0 UT SEPX 27
 
8U6 	 W 0 OFXG82GM 0 THE
 
c 	 MISSION AND RETURN THE EX0 ENDED SEPSIF SEPX 3c
 
C 	 ANY. NTUGS WILL 3E BETWEEN I AND 3. SEPX 31
 
o 	 TLEFT TIME AND FUEL REMAINING ON SEPS VEHEHICLE SEPX 32
 
c MPT IN ORBIT 	 SEPX 33
 
C 	 SEPX 34
 
COMION/TUGVEH/TYPENSTG,SPAR(3),WS(3) WPA(3)}EISP3) 	 /'TUGVEH/ 2
 
X ,REUSE(3),WGA,TR 	 /TUGVEH/ 3
 
X FEAS(2) 	 /TUGVEH/ 4
 






,DT . /SEPVEH/ 4
 
INTEGER SEPS /SEPVEH/ 5
 
REAL MS 	 SEPVE7.- 6'
 
COMMON/SERVIS/NSERVOTHETA(iO),MPLS(iO),PSERVVSERV 	 /SERVIS/ 2
 
REAL MPLS 	 /SERVIS/ 3
 
COMMON /OUTP/ TD,TU,HCO,ICOS,MDT 	 /OUTP/ 2
 
" ,TLEFT(5),MPT(3),TSAVE(5),RTCAP(5),MPTSV(5) 	 -OUTP....... ...
t 

REAL MOT,MPT,MPTSV,ICOS 	 /OUTP/ 4
 
COMMON/C2/TS 	 SEPX 39
 
REAL MPLA9MPLB SEPX 40
 









TWO= * 45 .
 
IGOS=28. 	 SEPX 46 a. 
o 	 SEPX 47 0. 
IF (NEXIT *GE. 1 ) GO TO i0 	 SEPX 48
C SEPX----- - 9..... ........
 
C INITIALIZATION CALCULATATIONS SEPX 50
 
C 	 SEPX 51
 
C = SISP 9.80621 SEPX 52
 
-0TE-P*g.409246)/(C *) ..... SEPX 5 -

IPTCSEPS)=MDT 	 SEPX 54.
 
TSEP = MPT(SEPS)/(86400.ODT) 	 SEPX 55
 
TLEFT(SEFS) = TSEP 	 SEPX 56
 
TSAE(SEPS) i"TSEP -" "SEP. 57..
 
MPTSV(SEPS) = MPT(SEPS) SEPX 58
 
RTCAP(SEPS)=8 	 SEPX 59
 
C SEPX. 61 ..-------- ..
 
C INITIALIZATION COMPLETE SEPX 60
 
C 	 SEPX 62
 
±0 	 CONTINUE SEPX 63
 
IF ( ERFLG *GE*.i ) GO TO 20 SEPX 64
 
C 	 NO - SAvE PRESENT CONDITIONS SEPX 66
 
o 	 SEPX 67
 
MPTSV(SEPS) = MPT(SEPS) SEPX 68
 
TSAVE(SEPS) = TLEFTCSEPS) ......SEPX-----





C ERASE - SEPX 72
 





30 j MfPTSVCSEPS) 
C SEPX 77
 
C NOW TRY TO PERFORM-THE REMAINING MISSION" SEPX 78 -"
 




40 CALL SEPIM (MPLAMPLB,C,NEXIT) SEPX 8
C SEPt'" 82" 
C SEE IF IT CAN BE DONE - 1,2y5,6 OK -3p497 NO SEPX 83 
C SEPX 84
 
IF(MPT(SEPS) .GT.RTCAP(SEPS)) RETURN SERX 85
 
IF(NEXIT.EQ.3) RETURN SEPX........ BE­
IF(NEXIT.EO.4) RETURN SEPX 87
 
IF(NEXIT.EQ.7) RETURN SEPX 88
 
IF(NEXIT.EQ.8) RETURN SEPX 89
 
IFlNEXIT;E .9J' RETURN " -- SEPX - - 90 -... 
IF(NEXIT.EQ.±O) RETURN SEPX 91
 
NEXIT=NEXIT + 2 SEPX 92
 










C PERFORMS SEPS PDASING-'S'S-U-MI"GCONSTANT SEP THRUSTING. FAZS.... 4.........
 
C INPUTS: NSERV=NUMBER OF SERVICE LEGS. FAZS 5
 
C DTHETA= ANGULAR TRAVEL (OEG) OF EACH SERVICE LEG. FAZS 6
 
S'MPLL= PAYLOAD (LBS) ON EACH SERVICE LEG. FAZS 7
 
C PSERVVSERV- P'EIOD"(SE0C AN-ELOCITY' (APS) OF SERVICE ORBT"FAZS 8. 
C OUTPUTS: MPT= FEUL REMAINIG AFTER PHASING (LBS), FAZS 9
 
C TLEFT= TIME REMAINING ON SEPS'AFTER PHASING (DAYS). FAZS 0"­
. FAZS ii 
REAL -RKG .. . - -A-Z - . - . . 






CTi-HRON7SERV:SYNSERV;DTHET-AU(iT,PLSn(0 ,PSERV;VS-ERV-. 7SERVItF'-- 2
 






...OT ... SEPVEHI/ 4
 
INTEGER SEPS /SEPVEH/ 5
 
REAL MS /SEPVEH/ 6
 
GOMON/C2/TS FA1S 46"tON~iC/TSAtTPEST3O) ,TOTOO OWW.. ..... ......... .... .. .. AZ -
DATA PSERVVSERV/'6165.,3074.56/ FAZS 18 
IF(OHEM.NE.G) RETURN FAZS ig
F=(DT*9.80621SISP)/2.204623 FAZS'- 20 
CONSrE=(3.0*F*PSERV)/(4;0*VSEkv) .. F-A--S- '.21-
TS = TLEFT(SEPS) FAZS 22. 
DO i00 N=i,NSERV FAZS 23 
MKG = (MS+MPT(SEPS)iMPLS(N))/2.204623 FAZS 24 
REV:SQRT((MKG A8S(OtrHET"A-Y)7T3 707'COSTfl) FAZS 25 . .. 
TLEFT(SEPS)=TLEFT(SEPS)-((REV*PSERV)/86400.) FAZS 26
 
TPLS(N) = TS - TLEFT(SEPS) FAZS 27
MPT(SEPS) = MPT(SEPS) -DT*REV*PSERV PALS 28
 
ibo.. I NUE ... AZS '29 
TS = TS - TLEFT(SEPS) FAZS 30
 
SUBROUTINE TPHAS(A N) 	 TPHAS 2
 
COMMON/TSA/TPLS(33 ,TUP, TOONN TPHAS 3
 
DIMENSION A(t) TPHAS 4
 




REAL MOT,MPTAPTSV,ICOS /OUTP/ -- ­
A(l) = TU/360. TPHAS 6
 
A(N) = TO/360. TPHAS 7
 
IF(N.EQ.2) RETURN TPHAS 8
 
NX = N-2 .. TP-A-

DO 5 I=1,NX TPHAS 10
 






SU3ROUTINE SEPIM (MPLA,MPLBKSEPNEXIT) SEPIM 2
 
G 	 SEPIM 3
 
C0 	 SEPIM THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE PERFORMANCE SEPIM 4 
C OF*TNE"SPS-ON A DEPLOY'MISSION. "SEPIM -
C SEPIM 6 
c SPESIFIG INPUT 	 SEPIM 7
 
o MPLA PAYLOAD TO BE DEPLOYED SEPIM 8
 
C MPL8 PAYLOAD TO BE RETRIEVED SEPI.
 
G KSEP ERASE FLAG 	 SEPIM, ±0 
C 0 = DONT ERASE PRIEVIOUS MANEUVER SEPIM It 
C I = ERASE PRIEVIOUS MANEUVER SEPIM 12 
C NEXIT SET TO 0 PRIOR TO ENTRY . SEp-Im. i3' 
C 	 SEPIM 14 01 
C OUTPUT SEPIM 15
 
C NEXIT TYPE OF EXIT FROM SEPS IF MISSION POSSIBLE SEPIM 16
 
C NTUGS -NUMBER OF TUG FLIGHTS REQUIREU9O -- EPIM... 17.
 
c DO THE MISSION AND RETURN EXPENDED SEPS, SEPIM 18
 
c IF ANY. NTUGS WILL BE BETWEEN ± AND 3 SEPIM 19
 
o 	 TLFT TIME AND FUEL REMAINING ON SEPS IN ORBIT SEPIM 20
 
o MPT .. 	 SEPIM.t ..... -

C 	 SEPIM 22
 




INTEGER SEPS /SEPVEH/ 5
 
REAL MS /SEPVEH/ 6
 
COMMON /OUTP/ TD,TU,HCO,ICOS,MOT /OUTP/ 2
 
' ",TLEFT'();MPT(5);TSAVE(5),RTCAP-(5v''MPTSV() /OUTP- ... .
 




REAL NPLS /SERVIS/ 3
 
0COiN/TABSE/TUGDV(20) - ....... .-SEPIM 2-- 

REAL NPLAMPLBMRTUG SEPIM 27 
TU=O.C SEPIM 28 
TO=U. SEPIM 29 
HO=160. SEPIM 31 . 
ICOS=z28.5 	 SEPIM 31
 
o 	 SEPIM 32
 




IF(TLEFT(SEPS).LT.TSEP-.OD±) GO TO 20 	 SEPIM 35
 
o NU'MxN REIGHT CONSTRAINED TUG 
SEPIM 38
 
NO - ITS'A lEWSEPS "SEPIW S9
 
TLEFT(SEPS) =TSEP SEPIM 40
 
WPLA = NPLA + MS + MPT(SEPS) SEPIM 41
 










RTCAP(SEPS) = 0 SEPIM 46
 
IF(SEPK.EQ.0) GO TO 9 SEPIW" 47-

GALL TUGCP(0,IS,MRTUG DVTUG) SEPIM 48
SEPIKIF(DVTUG.GE.TUGOV(13B) GO TO 9 SEPIM 49
49
 GO TOIF(C TUG.LT.TUGIfV(I)) 10 
 - , 

X=MPT(SEPS) .a SEPIK 51
 
MPT(SEPS) = $. SEPIM 52
 
CALL INTORB(O'TUG,HCO,IGOS) SEPIM 53
 
CALL SEPDVU1CO,ICOS,OVdSEP,MRSEP) SEPIM 54
 
5 RTCAP(SEPS) = MPT(SEPS) SEPI' 55
 
CALL PLUPO(8.,MRSEPTD) SEPIK 56
 
IF(MPT(SEPS'.GT.O.) GO TO 8 SEPIM 57
 
MPT(SEPSI = -MPT(SEPS) + RTCAP(SEPS) + 5. SEPIK 58
 
GO TO 5 SEPI...
 
8 CONTINUE SEPIK 60
 
MPT(SEPS) = X SEPIK 61
 






C CALL TUGOP TO DETERMINE TUG CAPABILITY SEPIK 65
 
C SEPIK 66 '
 
CALL TUGGP CWPLA WP*3,MRTUG DVTUGI SEPIK ..... 67 .
 




C TUG OELIVERS SEPS AND MPLA TO SYNC EQ: SEPIK 70
 
C SEPIM 71 . . .. . ...
 
TLEFT(SEPS) = TLEFT(SEPS) - .005 SEPIM 72
TU = 0.C SEPIK 73
 
TO = O.C SEPIK 74
 




IF (NSERV.GT.0) CALL FAZS SEPIK 77
 










10 NEXIT 3 S'EPI. . 





ITS OK ..- . . ... . . . . . .SEPIKPI 86T . ....
C CONTINUE DETERMINE CHANEOVER ORBIT 









CALL SEP9V (HCOICOSDVSEPMRSEP) SEPTIK 9?
 
PERFORM UP LEG AND PHASING
 
o 	 SEPIM . 95 
CALL PLUPO (MPLAMSEPTU) SEPIM" "9" 




C SET NEXIT AND TEST IF THERE IS FUEL REMAINING SEPIM 99
 
C 	 SEPIM ti
 
NEXET 	= i SEPIM 102 
IF(MPT(SEPS) .GE..) kETURN 	 SEPIM 102
3  
C 	 SEPS CANNOT DELIVER THE PAYLOAD - SET FLAG AND ABURT SEPIM 1047
 
C 	 SEPIM 105




C 	 SEPIM 108
 
O THIS ENTRY POINT FOR SEPS AVAILABLE 	 SEPT1 19
 
C IN SYNC EQ. OrBIT 	 SEPIM 110
 p 	 . SEPIM 11_ 
20 A = KSEP 112 -SEPM  

SMPT 	= MPT(SEPS) SEPIM 113
 
WPL3 = ?FL3+A*SEPK*NS 	 SEPT1 14 
NPLA-= NPLA SEPIM 115 
C -EPIM-C". i6. 
C 	 DETERMINE THE TUG CAPABILITY SEPI Ii7
 
C SEPIM 118 
CALL TUGOP (WPLAWPL3,NRTUG,DVTUG) SEPIM 119 
IF ( DVTUG .LT. TUGOV(i3) .... - 20GO'TO 	30 SEPIM 

C 	 SEPIM 121
 
C 	 NO - TUG ALONE CAN DELIVER AND RETRIEVE SEPIM 122
 
C 	 PAYLOADS TO SYNC EQ ORBIT SEPIM 123
 
C 	 'SEPIM' 12 ..
 
TU O.0 SEPIM 125 
TO z O SEPIM 126 
HCO=19323. SEPIM 127 
IcoS=O . a SEPM- .. 8 
IF (NSE&V.GT;C) CALL FAZS SEPIM 129 
NEXIT = q SEPI ±30 
IF(NPT(SEPS).LT.O.) RETURN SEPIM 131 
NEXET 6 .- 132 
RETURN SEPIM 133 
o:SEPIM 134 
TUG ALONE CAN NOT DO IT- CHECK IF ALL OK SEPI 135 
30 NEXIT - 7 	 SEPIM 137 
iF 	 ( OVTUG .LT. TUGOV(i) ) RETURN SEPI 138 
O 	 SEPIM 139
 
C ITS OK - CONTINUE ' 	 "SEPIM- 140. 
C 	 DETERMINE CHANGEOVER ORBIT SEPIM 141
 
C SEPIM 142 
CALL INTORB (OVTUG,HCOICOS 3SEPI 143 
CALL SEPOV (HOICOS,flSEP,MRSEP) SEPI M " 4.. .. 
CALL PLUPO (MPLB,NRSEP,TD) 	 SEPIM 145
 
C 	 SEPIM 146
 
C SET UP AND CHECK CONSTRAINTS, - ,-'SEPIM 147 
. SEPIM 148 
NEXIT 	= 8- SEPIM '149 
--
1flyPEPS~a&To 9.) 6oT%5%~ 




TU 	= 0.G 






C CONTINUE PROCESS 

C 
 10 	CALL PLUPO (MPA,MRSEP,TU) 

IF (NSERV.GT.O) CALL FAZS 

NEXIT = 9 




























C FINO DOWN FLIGHT TIME NEXIT = 9 

C 
60 TU = 0 











C 	 TUGCP - CALLS THE APPROPRIATE TUG EQUATIONS.
C 	 AT PRESENT - ONLY OPTION IS SINGLE 
G 	 STAGE CRYOGENIC TUG. F 
c 











. .L-= LL + 9 




































































































































RETURN 	 PUTFRPUTFR 78-.





RETURN 	 PUTFR "0
 
END 	 'PUTFR 1
 
SUB-ZOUTINE CRYOi (WPLA,WPLB,NMPTUG,DVTUG)-	 'CRYOi-------

C 	 CRYO 3
 
C 	 CRYi- FINDS THE DELTA V CAPABILITY OF A CRY01 4
 
C 	 SINGLE STAGE TUG WITH PAYLOADS WPLA AND WPLB. CRY01 5
 
C 	 CRYO-.. 6

-CRYOlI 7
O 	 /TUGVEH/ 2
 GOM-IONTUGVEHTYPE,NSTG,SPAR(3),WS(3),wPA(3),EISP(3) 	 /TUGVEH/ 3
 




x FEAS (2) 	 /TUGVEH/ 4 
INTEGER SPAR 

GOM.lON/MISC/G 	 CRYOi 9
 
REAL MRTUG 	 CRYOi to
 
WP3'WPA( 1) 	 CRYGIOI . . .12GT.WGA) WP=WGA-(WS()+WPLA)
IF ((WS(1)fWPA(i)+WPLA)

MRTUG=(WP+WS(i)+WPLA)/(WS(1)+NPLA) CRYoi 13 
iF (REUSE(1).LT.r..5) GO TO 100 CRYOi 14 
BZ'WS(i) WS(i)+NPLA+WPLB" CRYOl±.... I5 
GZ=-WP#(WPLB WS(1)3 	 CRY'Ol i6 
WPI 	= (-BZfSQRT(BZ4FZ-4.*CZ))/2. CRYOI 17
17 
-,CRYO0
± +WPLgWS ( tJ /(WPLB+WS(i))
RTU' =(
1 08 	ALMR=ALOG(>lPTUG) .. . .. CRY01 .. . 9... 
OVTUG = G*ElSP(tl)ALMR/(TRA+I.) CRYOl 210
OI





SUBOUTINE PLUP (IIPLU,HRSEP,T -) 	 "PLUPD...... 2. 
C 	 PLUPO 3 




,OT 	 /SEPVEH/ 4 
/SEPVEH .-/.INTEGER SEPS 	 / .5. - -EA 	 -
COMMON /OUTP/ TO,TU,HCO,ICOSlDT /OUTP/ 2 
STLEFT(5),MPT(5),TSAVE(5),RICAP(5)9,PTSV(S) /OUTP/ 3 RcAL MDT,MPTMPTSVICOS 	 /OUTP/ 4
 
REAL MPLU,'RSEP,MPTI 	 " PLUPO -8
 
MPTI = ((MPT(SEPS)+,'1S+MPLU),/MRSEP) -(MS+MPLU) 	 PLUPO 9
 
T = 	(MPT(SEPS) - MPTi)/(86OO.*DT) PLUPD 10o
 
TLEFT(SEPS) = TLEFT(SEPS) - T 	 PLUPD :1± 
RETURN 	 PLUP9 13
 
END 	 PLUPO 14 ."
 
SU3ROUTINE SEPOV (HCOICOSOVSEPMRSEP) SEPOV .2 
C "SEPDV -" . 
C 	 SEPOV - CALCULATES THE REQUIRED SEP DELTA VELOCITY SERDV - 4 
C 	 NEEOEO FOR SYNC EQ. AND THE CORRESPONDING SEPDV 5 
C MASS rATIO. 	 SEPOV 6 
C INPUT 	 , SEPDV 8 
SEPDV iioUTPUT SEPDV 12
 
C TVSEP THE SEP DELTA V SEPDV 13









ITEGER SEPS /SEPVEH/ 5 
REAL MS 
- /SEPIVEH7 6 -COMMON/MISC/G SEPOV 17 
REAL 10S,MU SEPOV i0 
REAL MRSEP SEPOV 19 
DATA HS,MUREOTR/iB323.,i. 0765388Ei6 3443.93089-57.295779513/ SEPDV" 2@'
DATA FTPNM/6016.1i55/,P102/i.570796326794/ SEPDV 21

RGO = (HCO+RE)*FTPNN SEPOV 22 
RS .= (HS +RE)!FTPNM SEPOV 23 
VOe = SGNr(MU/RCO) 
-. 24 ......SEPDV- -... 

VS = SQRT(MU/RS) SEPDV 25
GICO = COS(PI024 ICOS/OTR) SEPOV 26 
DVSEP = SORT( CO**2 VS4*2-(VS VS)*VCO*CICO) SEPDV 27 
MRSEP = EXP(OVSEP/(GKSISP)) . .SEP--- -Z . . 
RETURN SEPOV 29 
END SEPDV 30SUdROUTINE INTOR3 (DVTUG,HCOICOS) INTORB 2
 
C INTORB -3­
c INTORB - AN INTERPOLATION SCHEME TO DETERMINE INTORB 4 -
C THE OPTIMUM CHANGEOVER ORBIT ALTITUDE INTORB 5 
o AND INCLINATION. INTORB 6
 
C 'INTOR 7 .-.
 
C INPUT INTORS 8
 




C OUTPUT ..... . .NTORB .. 
C HCO ALTITUDE OF CHANGEOVER ORBIT INTORB i
C ICOS INCLINATION OF CHANGEOVER ORBIT INTORB 13
c INTOR3 14
 
C '----N-TOR ..... 15
 
COMMON/TABLE/TUGOV(20) INTORS 16
REAL ICOSINC(20),ALT(20) INTORB i±






X 13300o0413600.0,13835.±7, 74 0.0/ INTORB 20

DATA ALT / 000. ,000.0,8000.0,8000 .0800.a,8500.0 INTORB 21
 
x 9500.0,ioo.O,iiO0 .,13000.O,4500.0, INTORB 22
 
X 17000.,1800.?l, 7%.0/ INTORB 23
 
DATA INC / 28.5,19 6i15.8,12.3,10.14,.86,s.52,7.67, INTORB 24
 
X 6.4,5.5, 3.87, 2.45, 84 0.0 / INTORB 25
C INTORB 26,c FIND THE RANGE OF DELTA V 
- INTORB 27 
o INTORB 28
 
00 20 NPi 2,12 INTORB 29
 
IF (DVTUG .LE. TUGOV(NPi))GO TO 3C INTORB 30
 
C 20 CONTINUE INTORB. .31
INTORB 32
 
....... FOUND JAE.RANGE CflkPUTE THE ALT AND INC... 

30 	NPO ==NPI - ± 
FRAC = OVTUG - TUGDV(NPO 1 / (TUGOV(NPi) - TUGOV(NPO U 
HCO = ALT(NPO ) + FRAC4 (ALT(NPi) - ALT(NPO ))













IF(IE.Q.H 0) K=G 

IF(I.EO.4H 1) K=1 

IF(I.EQ.4H 2) K=2 

IF(I.EQ.4i 3) K=3 

IF(I.EQ.4H 4) K=4 

1F(I.EQ.4H 5) K=5 

IF(I.EQ.4H 6) K=6 

IF(I.EQ.4H 7) K=7 

IF(I.EQ.4H 8) K=8 

IF(I.EQ.4H 9) K=9 

IF(I.EQ.4H 10) K=10 

IF(I.EQ.H il) K=i 

IF(I.EQ.4H 12) K=12 

IF(I.EQ.4H 13) K=13 

IF(I.EQ.4H 14) K=14 

IF (I.EQ .4H 15) K 1 5 

IF(I.EQ.4H 16) K=16 

£F(i.EQ.4H 17) K=17 

IF(I.EQ.4H 18) K=i5 

IF(I.EQ.4H 19) -= 
IF(I.EQ.4H 20) K=2.0 

IF(I.EQ.4H 21) K=21 

IF(I.EQ.4H 22) K=22 

IF(1.EQ'4H 23) K=23 

IF(I.EQ.4H 24) K=24 

iF(I.EQ.4H 25) K=25 

IF(I.EQ.4m 2o) K=26 

IF(I.EQ;4H 27) K 27 

IF(I.EQ.4H 28) K=28 

IF(I.EQ.4H 29) K=29 
IF(I.EQ.LtH 30) K=30 
UIF±.,EQ. H 31) K=31 .... 

IF(I.EQ.4H 32) K=32 

IF(I.EQ;4H 33) K=33 

!F(I.EQ.4H 34) K=34 

IF(I.EQ'4H 35) K=35 ....... 

IF(I.EQ.4H 36) K=36 

IF(IEQ.4H K=37
.EQ. 37)37) 8 





IF(I.EQ.4H 41) K=41 

IF(I.EQ.4 H 42) K=42 

IF(I.EQ.4H L3) K=43 
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